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The beaches along southern Lake Michigan are a source of pride in the State of Indiana.
Opportunities for recreational and leisure pleasure are offered by the long stretches of sand.
Besides sun and water bathers, others also derive benefits from the beach environment. An
example is the economy of northwest indiana which benefits from tourism.

Over the past ten years, the rivers, creeks, and ditches of northwest Indiana have exceeded the
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and Indiana Department of Environmental Management's
criteria for safe swimming waters  less than 235 E coli per 100 ml HaO!. The problem is not
frequent or long lasting, but one that periodicaily hampers the full enjoyment of one of the most
sought after resources in the nation and the State of Indiana, Many agencies are involved in
studying E. coli and the sporadic occurrence of high bacterial leveis. SpecNcally, the agencies are
interested in protecting the public's health, the health of the Lake Michigan shoreline, and the
quality of life in northwest Indiana.

Current studies in the Lake Michigan area indicate that E. coli ievels primarily increase after
periods of heavy rainfall. There are other factors which must be taken into consideration to
completeiy resolve the issue. Currently, all the data is not in on how to resolve the bacterial
poitution of the beaches. At this time, only a small watershed has been studied which makes it
dNicult to understand the nature of the problem much less derive an action strateiyy to combat the
problem,

A National Healthy Beaches Symposium is the first meeting of it's kind nationally bringing together
politicians, scientists, state and federai agencies and others concerned with the problem of beach
closure due to fecal contamination. The meeting was sponsored by the inter-Agency Task Force
on E. coli, The Task Force is a collaborative effort among 17 agencies and various organizations
knterested in beach closures in northwest Indiana, particularly those ciosures affihated with
southern Lake Michigan. The meeting was coordinated by illinois-Indiana Sea Grant College
Program.

The objectives of the meeting were:

Identify and share common concerns and goais both nationally and regionaily on this problem

Share information on ongoing activities both at the federal and state level of government

Provide a forum for collaboration and partnership

The meeting opened with a plenary session focused initially on a broad perspective of what is
happening in California relative to polluted runoff into the Santa Monica Bay to what specifically is
E, coli. The rest of the morning session provided information on the new EPA program known as
the BEACH Program followed by what is being done along the Lake Michigan shoreline.

In the afternoon, concurrent sessions were held. The sessions were varied and enabled an
attendee to decide which topic was more relevant to their concerns. For some of these sessions,
speakers were invited from other states, One of the presenters came from Ohio to speak on the
collaborative efforts underway in Maurnee Bay and another presenter from the Coast Guard
spoke of the current research on sanitary devices for ships to grey and ballast water from both



large and small vessels on Lake Michigan. It became apparent that many of the attendees
wished to go to both sessions, in the afternoon, Since this was not a possibility, the reader will
find the presenters' paper or presentation for both sessions in these Proceedings.
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WELCOME TO THE HEALTHY BEACHES SYMPOSIUM
Lori Kaplan

Deputy Director for Elureau of Water and Resource Regulation,
Indiana Department of Natural Resources

Welcome to the Indiana Dunes State Park. The Indiana Depaitrnent of Natural Resources
supports the goals of today's Symposium. Director Larry Macklin and I are excited about helping
to bring together interested parties from the sciences and among policy makers to discuss
periodic bacterial contamination of our nation's beaches. Our beaches are an important resource,
and we have to work together to solve this probiem.

Chief Pokagan, Chief of the Potawatomi tribe, explained that the Indiana Dunes was always a
sacred place to Native Americans. When the Great Council Fire met at the Dunes, it was a
peaceful gathering at which time the people shared their ideas. It is particularly fitting that this
sharing of ideas continues today.

Just east of the Pavilion is Dunes Creek an area identified at one time for a planned city. It was to
be known as city West in the 1830's. The original concept included three hotels and 40 buildings,
but the development was abandoned by the 1840's. All that remains is Dunes Creek.

When the Europeans settled the area, the environmental quality of the region was recognized In
1889, Jens Jenner, a Danish Immigrant from Chicago, came to the Dunes to admire the beauty
and diversity. He and other avid naturalists formed the Prairie Club of Chicago. In 1913 they
leased some land and built a beach house for their members to use, at what we now know as the
Dunes State Park. The beach was the focus of attraction for the members.

In 1916, Richard Leiber, the "father" of our conservation movement efforts in Indiana envisioned a
system of state parks as a way to celebrate the state centennial. One of the first parks that he
planned was the Indiana Dunes State Park.

The park opened July 8, 1926, Within the first three months of opening, over 62,000 visitors
came through the gates. The Pavilion, where we are meeting today, was built in 1925. It has
undergone a few renovations since that time, but it still remains a special building. The pavilion
was originally conceptualized as a restaurant and beach house. Use of the pavilion for a
restaurant has been sporadic, but its use as a beach house has been constant since it opened.
From the beginning, Indiana Dunes State Park was a piece where people carne to enjoy the
beach,

Today, thousands of visitors come to see and take advantage of Dunes State Park and our
neighbor, the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, as weil as other beaches along the iake that are
managed and cared for by cities and counties. It continues to be an area for communal activities
and an area where people come together to take advantage of the dunes, the beach and the lake.
It remains a place, much like today's Symposium, where peopie can come together to discuss
their common concerns and interests.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank and congratulate The Interagency Technical Task
Force on E, coli for coordinating the Symposium. The Task Force is a unique gathering of
individuals from a number of different agencies in indiana. There was a recognition from the
agencies that a common problem existed and that rather than working independently of each
other they should coordinate their efforts.

I would like to thank Doug Wickersham, property manager at the Park. He and his staff have
done an excellent job making this location available to us today. I can't iinagine a more
appropriate location for the Symposium than at the Dunes State Park,



I would like to thank Phil Pope, Director of the Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program, for supporting
the Symposium. I would also like to thank Leslie Dorworth of the Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant
Program, and Dawn Deady and Steve I ucas of our Coastal Coordination Program, for putting
together today's program. It's a special effort and one I'm pleased to share.



OUR INDIANA BEACHES
Phil Pope

Director of Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant

Welcome to A National Healthy Beaches Symposium. While my role today is to introduce many
of you to the Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant program and its role in addressing healthy beaches issues,
I believe it is appropriate for me to spend a bit of my allotted time acknowledging the Inter Agency
Task Force on E.coli. This Symposium is a result of one of the many initiatives of the task force.

From a historical perspective - the Task Force came into existence a coupe of years ago, The
first meeting was called by the Lake Michigan Coastal Coordination Program, and nineteen
agencies were represented, The question posed at the meeting was Is there a coordinated
approach to finding a solution to the periodic beach closures in northwest Indiana? . The question
seemed to be fairly simple but the answer was more complex. From the initial meeting, the inter
Agency Technical Task Force developed. The Task Force has worked together effectively since
it's inception. The original members included representatives from local, state and federal
agencies. It has now grown to indude non-governmental organizations, individuals and other
private entities,

I believe The Task Force has taken a comprehensive approach in addressing the bacterially
induced beach closure problems. The group has approached the problem by examining the
methods of collection and looking for consistency in the protocol. This can then be used to
develop a real time forecasting of future beach ciosures. Also, the Task Force has identified the
need for identifying the sources of E.coli and the fate of the bacteria once released from it' s
source. Finally, the group has recognized that there needs to be a systematic program of
remediation which indudes education and outreach programs. If we can solve this problem, we
will enhance the public health and improve the quality on northwest Indiana's beaches. As an
added benefit, we will also enhance the economic vitality of out lakeshore.

The goal of the Symposium is to bring together scientists and policy makers to discuss a number
of issues pertaining to beach closure problems. The rnoming session will look at the problem
both nationally and locally. In the aRemoon, concurrent sessions will address a variety of
concerns, from monitoring and protocol issues to cooperative efforts undertaken in other states to
examine the problems associated with contaminated swimming waters.

Personally, I am pleased that illinois-indiana Sea Grant was involved in the planning process for
the Syrnposiurn. My hat's off to Leslie Dorwoith who put in a tremendous amount of energy and
time toward this meeting also, I would like to thank the other Sea Grant Staff that were involved in
putting the program together. I would also like to give a special thanks to The Task Force
members who devoted their time and energy to the Symposium. Without them this symposium
would not have occurred.

Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant is pleased to be involved with this symposium and to be a member of
the Task Force, The Sea Grant program is administered out of Purdue University any the focus
of the Program is southern Lake Michigan and it's shoreline. The mission of illinois-indiana Sea
Grant is to foster stewardship, conservation and the appropriate use of the resources of the Lake,
We do this through three pdmary functions; 1! research; 2! outreach 3! education

Today's symPosium engages two of our five Primary focus areas of Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant�
water quality and sustainable economic development. Currently The Sea grant Pro ram sup~~
a water quality extension sPecialists housed at the Department of giology at Purdue Unive~g
Calumet in Hariimond. The program also supports a number of Projects in water qualit�, on of
which you will hear about later today-a Prolect directed by Drs. Evertt Ting and Charles Tseng
also located at Purdue University Calumet,



ln dosing, I would tike to welcome you once again to the "National Healthy Beaches Symposium'.



STQRMWATER RUNOFF INTO SANTA MONICA BAY
IDENTIFICATION, IMPACT AND DISPERSION

Burton Jones, Libe Washburn, Steven Bay, and Ken Schiff

Introductiort

Santa Monica Bay is a very complex system where concern about the recreational health of the
surrounding beaches has existed for years. initial concerns about water quality arose when it was
thought that contaminated sewage from the large ocean outfalls impinged on the swimming
beaches leading to various types of infection associated with contaminated water. The combined
release or treated sewage from the City of Los Angeles, the County of Los Angeles, and Orange
County sewage outfalls is on the order of one billion gallons �.8x10 m ! of treated waste per
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day. The Los Angeles County Hyperion Treatment Plant alone releases to the Bay, 3x10 to 3.5x
10 gallons of treated sewage per day.8

After extensive study, lt was clear that beach contamination problems were not emanating from
the waste water treatment plants but that storm water run off was more likely to be the primary
source of contamination. Los Angeles receives most of it's rainfall in a short period of time,
between November and March. During this period, the typical rainfall is twelve to fourteen inches
which results in seasonally heavy runoff and strongly affects the water quality of Santa Monica
Bay. During El Nino years, the amount of rainfall during this period may be at least double the
annual average.

For the present discussion, we will present data from a study of the coastal ocean impact from
two watersheds draining two different land types, one of which is very urbanized and the other
which is mostly rural  Figure 1!. The Ballona Creek Watershed drains much of the west side of
Los Angeles, a highly urbanized area where 88 percent of the land is used for cornrnercial and
residential development and only 12'%%d is considered to be open land. On the other hand, Malibu
Creek Watershed drains the coastal mountains. This watershed encompasses 88'%%d open land,
which for Los Angeles is considered rural. The two watersheds each contribute about 30 percent
of the annual freshwater inflow to the Bay and therefore provide a useful comparison of the impact
of the two types of watersheds on the Bay.

Bathers on the beaches around Los Angeles are well familiar with the permanently posted
warning signs indicating the locations where storm drain outflow enters the beach and shore area
and that the water in the outflow may cause igness. Most of the year the flow is minimal and the
warm fresh water is an attractant to children who play in them as well as swim near the outflow.
Some are lined in concrete which enhances the rate of river flow. The river flow is directed and
concentrated so that once it exits the drainage system, it may spread oul across the beach on its
path to the ocean. These smaffer storm drain releases, although small in volume, may be highly
concentrated in contaminants and pathogens.

Although the release of water from storm drains is relatively diffuse with many drain outflows
spread along the coasts, the bulk of the flow comes from the two major creek systems, Bellona
and Malibu Creeks. Both creeks release plumes which originate from a single source point where
the creeks interface with the ocean and from which the freshwater is dispersed over large areas
both offshore and alongshore depending on the coastal currents at the time of release.

The immediate primary concern with storm water releases into the coastal environment is public
health. Health is followed by aesthetics which affects beach use and the tourism industry.
Tourism impacts, in turn, influence the economics and the associated public decision making.



Environmental health and ecology are normally the lowest priorities, but not necessarily the least
important, When considering the last two components, both short-term and long-term impacts
must be considered.

The study is composed of three components each of which is discussed below. The first part of
the presentation will examine at the effects of dispersion and mixing of storm water runoff from
Bellona and Malibu Creeks into Santa Monica Bay. This study is being done jointly by myself and
Professor Libe Washburn of UC Santa Barbara. In the second part of the presentation we will
look ai the movement of toxins into the receiving waters and the impacts. This work is done by
Steve Bay of the Southern California Coastal Water Research Project  SCCWRP!. The third
component will examine the impact of the particulate matter and toxins on the benthos
communities, research carried out by Ken Schiff also of SCCWRP.

Funding for the three components of the project has been provided by the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works and USC Sea Grant Program. Boat resources were generously
provided by the City of Los Angeles Department of Sanitation.

OBSERVATIONS

Plume Dispersion

When stormwater enters the saline coastal environment, the freshwater remains buoyant and
spreads out over the surface of the more dense, saline water. The stormwater is usually very
turbid during a rainstorm and carries a large load of suspended terrigenous material. The first
thing that happens when the f'reshwater mixes with the saline water is that the flow initially slows
down. The loss of momentum and turbulence causes the larger particles to faII out of suspension,
The finer material will remain in suspension and be transported over larger distances from the
mouth of the discharge, Because of their large surface to volume ration, the fine particles carry
with them various contaminants, bacteria and viruses, which are generally adsorbed onto the
particle surface. With time and distance from the source, these particulates also will eventually
drop out of suspension, While there is usually an offshore limit to the distance that the freshwater
will be transported due to the presence of an offshore physical front, the alongshore dispersal
distance is much less certain and is dependent on the prevailing coastal currents.

Sampling methodology for the system is the same for both watersheds. A set of sampling lines,
or transects, originating from the mouth of the two creeks out into the Bay are used to map the
environmental variables in the water column  Figure 1!. The benthic sites that are sampled lie
within the grid of water column mapping transects.

The data for this study were collected during three days of sampling following a rain event on
March 4-$, 1996, when the area received 0.8 inches � cm! of rain in a 24 hour time period. A
towyo package was used to map the distribution of environmental variables in the water column.The towyo carried a CTD to measure pressure, temperature and conductivity of the water Washburn et al., 1992!. The towyo was also equipped with optical sensors for measuring
chlorophyll fluorescence, a transmissometer for measuring turbidity, and a PAR  photo-
synthetically available radiation! sensor to measure the available light for photosynthesis and its
penetration from the surface through the water column  Wu et al�1994!. The instrument
package was towed through the water in a cyclic fashion, from the surface to the bottom. It isthen possible to construct a three dimensional map of water properties in the system when water
column is sampled in this manner. Horizontal resolution is approximately 250 m and vertical
resolution is less than 1 m

In the coastal ocean salinity provides a very direct way to track the dispersion of freshwater in the
surface layer, Temperature may be an ambiguous tracer, depending on the temperaturedifference between the inflow and the coastal receiving waters, In the example presented in thisd~~cussion, both temperature and salinity provide tracers of the freshwater plume in the surface



waters  Figure 1!. The plume is advected northward by the coastal currents, from its source at
the mouth of Ballona Creek.

Storrnwater inflow carnes with it a suspended load of sand, smaller particulate and piant material.
The stormwater also includes dissolved components that include metals, dissolved organic
material, and inorganic nutrients  nitrate, phosphate, and silicate! which enhance the growth of
phytoplankton in the plum. Although we observed high chlorophyll fluorescence in the plurne, it is
likely that this fluorescence was due to terrigenous plant particles in the water rather than to
localized immediate phytoplankton growth, Turbidity of the water column, indicated by the beam
attenuation coefficient  Csso!, tends to follow the salinity patterns, In general, high particulate
concentrations are associated with low salinity storrnwater runoff.

In a cross-shelf towyo section  distance in the x-direction, depth in the y-direction!, the stormwater
runoff is again shown to be dearly delineated by warm, fresher, turbid water spreading horizontally
from the creek mouth  Figure 2!. Because of the buoyant nature of the water, the fresher water
plume may extend offshore from the mouth of the creek to a distance of 2.5 km with a maximum
extension in some locations to as much a 4,5 km offshore from the coast, The thickness of the
freshwater layer is on average 5 meters or less. In Figure 2, it is also evident that another source
of particles in the water column is resuspension from the bottom. A layer of resuspended
particulate is evident along the entire transect with the bottom 5 meters of the water colum~.

Two days after the rain event, observations of the freshwater region indicate that is still spreading
upcoast near Malibu Creek as well as around Ballona Creek. At this time the plume becomes
patchy or disrupted, an indication that it is dissipating. We also observed a phytoplankton bloom
due to dinoflagellates off of Malibu, which results from the input of nutrients and buoyancy
provided by the storm water plurne.

The condusions resulting from the plume dispersion component include: �! turbidity from the
storm water affects both the aesthetics and biologicai productivity due to rapid attenuation of light;
�! storm water nutrients contribute to phytoplankton growth in the surface layer; �! the buoyancy
of the freshwater and the added nutrients result in red tides in southern California and; �! the
buoyant plume may interact with the surface currents.

The overall conclusions resulting from this portion of the study are: �! the stormwater runoff is
easily mapped and is detectable in the Bay using physical, chemical and optical measurements;
�! the freshwater plume spreads offshore 2 to 5 km and continuously along the shoreline; �! the
surface plurne is initially less than 5 meters thick but deepens to 10 meters as time progresses
from the rain event; �! the plume is evident for at least three days after the storm event and; �!
the suspended particles in the plume transition from terrigenous particles to biogenic particles as
the storm event progresses.

Plume Toxicity

The second section of the project examined the toxicity of the stormwater runoff. The specific
questions being asked are: a! Oo plumes contain toxic materials? b! Specifically, what are the
effects of the toxins in the water column? c! ls the sediment quality affected? d! ls it possible to
isolate the contaminants?

Toxicity was measured with a sea urchin fertilization test which measures the rate of success of
fertilization of the sea urchin eggs. Prior to the field work, water was collected from both Ballona
and Malibu Creek and mixed in varying quantities with sea water. Laboratory grown sea urchin
populations were then raised in various percentages of mixed sea water and stormwater runoff.

The sea urchin rate of fertilization success in a controlled laboratory setting is less than 10'/o when
a 50/50 mix of runoff water from Ballona Creek and sea water are used. The toxic effects of the



water decrease dramatically when the percent stormwater used is below 25 k. At a 5'k level, the
chance of a successful fertilization is approximately 100'/o.

The fertilization success rate at Malibu Creek was much greater for similar dilutions than was
observed at Bailona Creek. Samples collected 1 to 1,5 km from the mouth of Ballona Creek
indicate a small percentage of fertilization success rates, in fact less than 154k chance of
fertilization. The greater the distance from the mouth of Bellona Creek the greater the success
rate for fertilization, Near the mouth of Mafibu Creek, the rate of fertilization success is
approximately 100/o.

In situ samples were collected at various locations along a sampling grid to determine the actual
impact of the stormwater on the sea urchins fertilization success rates. The results were
surprising. Combined storrnwater and sea water mixture was shown to be more toxic than that
predicted from the taboratory mixing efforts. Using an empirical relationship between toxicity and
salinity, we were able to construct toxicity maps showing both the horizontal and vertical
distribution of toxicity  Figure 2!.

Once the plume was determined to have toxic effects on the organisms, the next step was to
perform a toxicant identtfication evaluation plE! to determine the cause of the toxicity. Water
samples were collected and filtered through a glass fiber filter. The filtrate was then separated
into three volumes which were each subjected to a separate test: a! pass the sample through a
C18 column to remove most of the organics; b! treat the sample with EDTA to complex with the
metals; and c! a thiosulfate test to examine the oxidants of metals.

Results from the Bellona Creek water samples indicated that once the sample had passed
through the EDTA treatment that fertilization increased to 80'la. The metals, in this case, may be
corning from Los Angeles streets and highways as the stormwater washes off the roadways.
Although toxicity was observed in the water column, we found very little evidence of a toxic impact
on the benthic communities. EDTA did have a similar impact in reducing toxicity in the sediments
where some toxicity was observed.

In summary, surface water containing more than 10' runoff appears to be toxic to sea urchin
fertilizafion; watershed characteristics play a major role on the eventual toxicity of the receiving
waters; the magnitude and characteristics of the surface water toxicity in the Bay near Ballona
Creek are similar to Bellona Creek stormwater; and no significant sediment toxicity was detected
in areas adjacent Io the major drainage outflows.

Benthic Impacts

The third part of this project examined the stormwater impact on the benthos. The questions
asked are: ls there a predictable area of influence? What is the magnitude of change? Is there a
gradient of effect? Is there an impact?
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As stated earlier, the stormwater contained a large suspended particulate load. Tracking the
dispersion of fine particulate material from the runoff indicates that a major portion of this material
may be transported offshore. In the sediments, fine particulate material is most visible at the 25
and 40 m isobath.

Heavy metal components found in the runoff from Bellona Creek include lead, silver and mercury.Also, the stormwater particulates also contain high levels of organic compounds including PCBs,DDTs, and PAHs. Malibu Creek runoff had high concentrations of chromium, cadmium, and
nickel.

The sediments off of Malibu Creek indicate very low levels of PCBs. This is not unusual since the
watershed encompasses a rural area. Ballona Creek, with its high residential and commercial

10



land use, has much higher concentrations of PGBs in the runoff � to 7 times higher than off of
Mallbu!.

The pattern for lead was similar to the pattern observed for PCBs. The concentration of lead off
of Malibu Greek is 40 mg per gram dry weight. Near the mouth of Bellona Creek, the highest lead
concentrations, 27 rng per gram dry weight, were found a short distance from the mouth at the 25
m isobath,

A regression of iron with lead concentration provides insight into the source of the lead. Because
iron is so abundant in soil and rock, the primary source of iron that we observe in the sediments
off of stream and river systems is terrigenous, not anthropogenic. If the abundance of a another
metal is positively correlated with iron abundance, the source of that metal is then assumed to be
terrigenous. However, if the concentration of this metal is independent of the iron abundance, the
source of that metal is likely to be anthropogenic. Off of Malibu Creek lead abundance was
correlated with iron abundance indicating a natural source for the led in the sediments found off of
Malibu Creek, In contrast, samples collected off of Bellona Creek indicated that lead concentration
was independent of iron concentration and therefore indicate an anthropogenic source. Copper
concentration was analyzed in a similar manner for both creeks, Copper, for both systems,
demonstrated a strong positive correlation with iron, indicating natural sources of copper for both
watershed s.

In order to assess the impact of the stormwater within the two areas studied, bioiogical indicators
were also examined, Specifically, abundance of species was examined. Species richness and
diversity were also Included in this part of the study.

At Bellona Creek, the number of species was relatively high but decreased as one proceeded
north, But the decrease in the number of species did not suggest a major problem within the
benthic biological community. At Malibu Creek, the number of species counted was relatively
uniform and high off of the mouth of the creek. The species diversity at both locations was
similar.

ln summary, a gradient in sediment grain size does exist, particularly for the Bellona Creek
sediments, however no dramatic impact on the biological communities in the sediments was
detected.

We have demonstrated that the dispersion of the plume can be mapped and examined in three
dimensions, from the water column to the sediment. Oceanographically, there is an effect on the
water column's turbidity which will affect the biological productivity of the system. Initially, the
storrnwater plume is toxic after the storrnwater enters the Bay. The toxic impact on the rate of
sea urchin fertiiization success rates may be reiated to the potential impact the toxins have on
invertebrates to spawning fish populations. In the case of the sediments, where problems are
typically expected to occur, we were unable to detect significant impact. The greatest impact of
the sediments on the bioiogicai communities is at the mouth of the river, and may be more a
function of grain size variability than any toxic effects from the sedimenting of stormwater
particulate matter.
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THE OLD SWIIIMING HOLE: AN EPIDEIIIOLOGICAL AND
BACTERIOLOGICAL PARADOX

Greg Steele
Director of the Epidemiology Resource Center

The Old Swimming Hole, an epidemiological and bacteriological paradox we are
trying to get a handle on, We must, therefore, ask the following questions:

~ What is the problem?
~ What is the agent causing the problem?
~ How do I get it?
~ Are there others who are more susceptible?
~ What does it do to me?
~ What do I do to get rid of it?

Therefore, when we look at a variety of epidemiological investigations, we must consider the
above questions, and apply the questions to various individuals within our population. Questions
such as: "Does it only happen to children or are adults also at risk?"; "How does it affect those
individuals who are immune compromised for whatever reason, be it disease or chemically
induced?"; "Are the agents different  do they have different patterns!?".

Through recent advancements in science and technology, we now have the ability to identify
potential sources of contamination. Presently, we are using DNA fingerprinting to assess the
sour'ces.

When dealing with contaminated swimming waters, one of the first questions that should be
asked is, "ts there a correlation between high bacteriological counts in recreational waters and
the presence of disease in swimmers?' If the answer to the first question is affirmative, then the
next set of questions are: What is the source or origin of the bacteria?; Are swimmers at greater
risk?; and finally, What are the routes of exposure  dermal, inhalation, or is it ingestion!?

We know two things from these studies �! Swimmers do have a greater overall incidence of
illness when compared to non swimmers; and �! Swimmers under the age of 10 have 10 times
greater risk of illness than those over 10. You may ask, "Why do children under 10 years in age
have an increased risk?" Just watch children play in a public pool and you will notice that their
mouths tend to be open more frequently, which increases the chances of ingesting water.

There are generally three types of illnesses that we encounter on a routine basis at the State
Department of Health. The three are reported in descending order of importance: �! gastro
intestinal; �! ear, eyes, nose and throat; and �! skin, In the case of skin, it is usually a minor
problem in comparison to the other diseases that one may be exposed to due to swimming
activities.

Combined sewer overflows, boaters and residential waste disposal from homes bordering major
bodies of water are the culprits normally identifie when the waters become contaminated with
fecal waste. However, the number of people living along the shore or in boats, such as sailing
boats, anchored house boats, on-shore resort cottages and cabin dwellers has increased
significantly in the past couple of years. The quantity of waste material being produced from at!
these sources should also be considered.

When we talk about the boating community, we must now recognize the fact that the number of
people, boats and act~at hours spent on board as well as travel time have increased significantly.
In the past, a marina was a place to leave from, but times have changed. Today, a marina, for the
most part, is now considered to be a place to go to, where the boater or potential boater lives on



boat for the weekend but never casts off from the dock. In fact, one might consider a marina
bee a compact floating village. Therefore, when we consider waste regulations and disposalto bee a comp

actjyjfjes we must address this new issue in marinas,

robiems that must be considered are septic systems. Many homes are on septic systems,
jf noi properly maintained, will add to the waste problems in a nearby body of water.

There are several pathogens tha"ust be considered when dealing with water contaminated
The main ones are Satmonetta, ~Shi ella, Giardia, E.ooii, and a host ot others. When we~»�sider human health issues and concerns, it becomes apparent that there is a variety of agents

that we need to recognize and not ignore in order Io assess the complete picture.

Today I am here to talk to you primarily about E.coli. What is E. coij? E.coli is commonly referred
to as a colon bacjilus. It is the predominant facifitative species in the large intestine of mammals
where by jt facilitates the digestive process and absorption of fluids. There are six different strains
of ~lj 1. Enterohemorrhagic  EHCC!

2: Enterotoxgenic  ETCC!
3. Enteroinuasive  EIEC!
4. Enteropathogenic  EPEC!
5. Enteroaggregative  EAggEC!
6, Diffuse-Adherence  DAEC!

Some of the above are more common then others based on the speciation. It is important for us
to diff'erentiate between the strains because some are associated primarily with an aquatic
environment whereas other strain may be found inhabiting multiple environments. Therefore, weneed specific documentation of the exposure source, for example water or another source, to
determine what strain of E.coli is the contaminant.

Enterohemorrhagic  EHCC! is probably the one strain to receive the most notoriety, thanks to aJackin the Box restaurant in Washington. It is commonly associated with food, such as groundbeef, In this case the E coli strain is introduced to the meat through improper slaughter house
techniques. What happens is that as the animal is slaughtered, the animal defecates and thefeces may then get on the outside of the meat. As the meat is ground up, the feces can be or willbe homogenized throughout the meat product, If the meat is not thoroughly cooked then humanhealth problems usually resuit, Symptoms resulting from this are the following:

Diarrhea ranging from mild and non-bloody stools to stools that predominantly blood�4 stooislhr!
2 Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome  HUS! - young children are proned to HUS3. Bacteria has very potent cytotoxins
4, The bacteria can attach to intestinal wall

The bacteria can be identified by their inability to ferment sorbitol in media.
T"e main jnfectous agent is serotype 0157:H7 also 026:W11, 0111:H8 and 0104:H21, The lastthree have also been implicated in the above symptoms. Serotype 0157:H7 is identified caNe.
Laboratory technology is very important in the identification process. A laboratory technique toidentify the different strains of E. coli is pulse gej~iectrophoresis. The basis of the technique is touse DNA matedal from the bacterja and place it across a gel. An electric charge is then added. Ifthe charge is pulled through the gei, then the DNA will actually fingerprint, The State Departmentof ea"h» cu«ntjy identifying the specific genetic fingerprint on all cases in order to identify the

e « the contaminant. This has become an invaluable toot for the healthdepartments in identifying the sources of contamination,
A oth«issue of concern is the possible importation of E. coli from one country into another

»r healthier life styles, we are eating more fruits and vegetables, especially in
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the winter months. A lot of this food is being imported from other countries which may be a
reason for concern. When an individual case of E. coli contamination occurs, the indiana State
Department of Health works jointly with the Center for Disease Control in order pinpoint the
source of contamination. Indiana is not alone in working with the Center; other states are also
involved. The information is being pooled, and the information is being used as a resource base
for identifying sources, be it within the country or from another country.

Other sources for Enterohemorrhagic bacteria besides raw ground beef indude undercooked
hamburger, unpasteurized milk, unpasteurized fruit juices, swirnrning in small lakes under certain
conditions and unchlorinated municipal drinking water. Therefore, the main source is cattle. Man,
however, can also be a bacterial sour': due to poor hygiene practices. The mode of transmission
for this strain of bacteria includes ingestion of contaminated food, ingestion of contaminated water
and person-to-person transmission. Incubation period ranges from three to eight days. The
median time is three to four days, but we would need to assess the exposure times to determine
how the infected people acquired the contaminant.

Methods of control indude managing slaughter house operations, pasteurizing dairy products and
fruit juices, adequately cooking ground beef  no pink meat! and chlorinating municipal water
suppiies. Adequate level of hygiene must be maintained or reinforced, especially at day care
centers. In terms of public health education, hand washing is the most important way to prevent
transmission.

Another strain af E.coli that the indiana State Department of Health deals with is the
Enterotoxigenic  ETEC! form, commonly referred to as travelers diarrhea or dehydrating diarrhea
in young infants, The symptoms include profuse water diarrhea without blood, abdominal
cramping, possible a low grade fever and dehydration. It is generally not a toxic since this E,coli
strain does not breath through the cell membrane and result in blood in the stools. Infectious
agents are alot of the common 0 serogroups �6, 08, 015, 020, 025, 027, 063, 078, 080, 0114,
0115, 0128ac, 0148, 0153, 0159, and 0167!. These strains elaborate a heat labile toxin, a heat
stable toxin or both.

The mode of transmission of the ETEC strain is similar to that reported previously: contaminated
food supplies, contaminated drinking and or swimming water, and direct contact via fecal material.
ETEC is rarely transmitted through unwashed hands  person to person!. Incubation period can be
as short as 10 to 12 hours but is usually between 24 and 72 hours. ETEC is usually seen in
young children. Obviously the incubation period will be determined by the amount of material
ingested and also by the number of bacteria that are in the material ingested. In the case of this
disease, the health department may not even be notified. Notification comes from physicians and
laboratories, and they will see the individual only if that individual is sick enough to see a doctor.
T' he hemorragic form is reported frequently to the health departments due to the presence of
blood in the stools,

92
Control of the ETEC strain is best done by preventing fecal-oral spread and pophylactic antibiotic
therapy for traveiers going to high risk areas. In areas considered to be high risk, it is best to
drink bottled water, canned juices, etc. One of the things that we have noticed is that travelers to
these areas heed the warnings but still come down with the disease. After inquiry, it turns out that
they will have had a drink on the plane. The water on the plane comes from the area they just left
and that water be it in varied forms  ice! may be contaminated.

Enteroinvasive bacteria  ETEC! is an inflammatory disease of the gut mucous and submucosa. It
resembles an infection caused by ~Shi elis. Symptoms include severe abdominal cramps,
malaise, watery stools, tenesmus  the urge of defecate but unable to!, and fever. It progresses if
left untreated to multiple stools with blood and mucous  similar to hemorrhagic but not as severe!.
The primary source for this strain of bacteria is human  fecaliy-orally! Young children are usually
the source and the transmitter. The main mode of transmission is by food and water, The
incubation period is on the order of 10 to 18 hours. Methods of control are the same as ETEC.



Anoth f ' E t ropathogenic  EPEC! E.coti. This is probably the most noticeable strain, It is
th otd t, recognized category, mainly associated with "infant summer diarrhea .
An er ormis nero

. It is virtually
confined to infants less than one year of age. Diarrhea can be severe and prolonged a y
t e es, recognize

andma be
associated with I high case of infant mortality rates due to the loss of fluids, Humans are the
main reservoir for this strain. The mode of transmission is primarily contaminated infant formula
as well as poor hand washing techniques. The incubation period is nine to twelve hours. This
strain i rarely seen in a daily, beach swimming activity, Methods of control for EPEC are toI in is fare y seen

encourage mothers to breast feed, especially in developing countries, and stress overall prope I'
personal hygiene.

Enteroaggregative  EAggEC! E.iihlti iis found dominantly in developing countries, It is an important
cause of infant diarrhea in these countries. An interesting and important feature of this strain is
that it produces a heat stable enterotoxin that is not killed by cooking, incubation time is relatively
short, 20 to 48 hours.

The least well defined strain is Diffuse-Adherence  DAEL! Lcoti. Again this strain occurs
pradOminantty in leSS developed Countries. This fOrrn tends tO be mOre pathOgeniC in schoOI aged
children then in infants. Again, this form is rarely reported from activities centered around beach
activities.

Therefore by looking at all the various E.coti strains, the receptors and the specific serotypes and
based on the knowledge that we have, we can get an idea on the types of exposures that areassociated with them and narrow down the investigation. Public bathing beaches and swirnrningactivities can be associated with some of the E. coli strains, but this is usually rare. Generally,
when they do happen, the concentrations are at such high levels that we have multiple cases.
What happens if you do have the problems? The disease is self limiting in most people meaninglhat the ~i are usually shed from the body due to the immune system responses. Severaldrugs  sulfonamides, ampicillin, cephalosporins and tetracqline! are available to assist in
recovery.

Drug resistant strains can and do develop, This is a major concern in the world today. Generallythe drugs work by destroying the lipid metabolism in the g,coli cell welf. It, therefore, stops themetabolism of the bacteria and results in the bacteria's death . As technology changes, it enablesus to look at the various components of the bacteria and identify the next level of control.
How do we deal with the various strains of bacteria from a public heatth aspect? There are threethings that we think can be done: Level 1 - Prevention - Be true to your stool

- Make sure the septic systems are properly
working.

- Know where the waste material is going to
prevent these problems  once they are
in a body of water it is very hard to treat
them!,

Level 2 - Esthetics  visuat, odors, etc.! - visibte floating
excrement will send a swimmer out of
the water faster than a shark fin.

I evel 3 - Safeguarding - need to bring about a change in
sociat values, governmental structures,
and services in managing our
environment,
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We have to get legislatures, cities, towns to become more avtrare of the problems and how they
need to be managed to prevent these events from happening This typ o sage wh«he«tof sewa e, whether it

contains E.coti or ~shi ella or any other tecal assert material is not bet op otsp sec ot propeny o'
the systems are not working Property and are therefore contaminating our water supplies and
beaches. We are going to have to bite the economic bullet and do alot of corrective development
to correct the problems associated with combined sewer overflows as ~l as educate
homeowners who live on or want to build near bodies water, about maintaining properly operating
septic systems. We need to work with marinas to help them control waste problems so that we
do not have inappropriate dumping of waste materials from boats into bod'es of water. Another
area of concern is the agriculture community This community naeds to be educated about the
problems associated with having livestock wandering through streams and the eventual outcome
if the animal defecates in the water,

All of these things come into play and it needs to be an integrated apProach. it is a job that needs
to be taken on and in fact it wiii be something on our agenda in the not too distant future ~use
it is becoming more of a problem and cannot be dealt with in srrialt inoremen<



The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Beach
Enyjronfllental Health  BEACH! Program - An introduction

Rick Hoffman
Beach Health Protection Team Leader

US EPA

The EPA is currently in the process of setting up a National Beach Program. One of the many
things that my office is currently doing is setting up a web page to identify who is currently working
in this area and also to coordinate various activities across the country. We did a search on the
Internet to see who had sites specific to 'the topic of beach closings and related E, coli
contamination of the beach waters. Indiana was one of the first sites we came across in the
search as well as Southern CaNornia. The EPA Beach site is linked to the few sites currently
found on the web. In the next 15 to 20 minutes, I would like to speak to you about the EPA's
National Program on Healthy Beaches,

The EPA program is called the BEACH Program: The Beaches Environmental Assessment
Closure and Health Program. The purpose of the BEACH Program is to: �! improve the overall
health of the beach for users through federal assistance to the state, tribal and local health and
environmental officials; �! assist with the design, development and implementation of beach
monitoring and advisory programs; �! inform the public; �! areas of emphasis in the program
include improving the scientific method, strengthen beach standards and testing, finding better
testing methods and indicators, and working to improve better predictions of pollution.
The major driving force for the program resulted from a Consumer's Report in August 1996, LastAugust, the magazine had an article called "Finding A Clean Beach' . The first paragraph began
with a sentence similar to the following:. You are looking forward to spending time at the beach
but are the microbes going to keep you out of the water..... Standards for the enforcement of
water quality at recreational beaches varies widely...'. What caught the attention of the EPA wasa statement indicating that the EPA was not overseeing water quality standards for consistency
and has not been overly involved in other aspects of the issue.

I had hoped to have a copy of the Water Quality Standards. However, at this time it is still notfinished The survey will present the bacteriological standards currently used by the states as well
as the monitoring techniques being used. The report should be complete within the next month
and be available through the EpA. The report will be available on the internet as well as in hard
copy.

The NRDC rePorted that 3,000 beaches nationally dosed in 1995, The summary of closingsincludes more than a one day event. A map put out by the NRDC summarizes the closing s aswell as a chart describing the state standards as well as types of monitoring efforts undertaken bythe states.

Why is EPA interested in this problem or rephrased why is there renewedinterest nationaily? Areport wntten a short time ago, "EPA Summary of US Great Lakes Beach Closings 1981-1994'shows that t"e problem still persists: In the report it was noted that over the last 14 years, 40 to 60beach «sures had occurred and some of these are permanent closures. In 1994, 66 of the 276b aches monitored were closed at least one or more days, Determined causes are turbidity,
ewe«veeows, algae, and detritus. Similar trends in the beach closing issues aroundthe Great Lakes is again noted in the 1996 NRDC report.

Bes' es a beach closure, the public is reminded of the issue in another important way. ScientificBesides a beach

research revolving around contaminated swimming waters is frequently reported in the
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newspapers, Santa Monica Bay Epidemiology Study  May 1995! indicated that there was a
greater risk to human health problems when swimming I recreational water activities took place
near a storm drain. The study showed increased risk of gastrointestinal diseases as well as
significant respiratory diseases, An additional study, from the United Kingdom  United Kingdom
Epidemiological Study, 1994, 1995!, showed not only gastrointestinal incidence of diseases but
non-gastrointestinal problems as well.

Finally, media attention about the beach closures keeps the issue in the public mind.

and drug resistant bacteria, generally not related to swimming activities, have helped to keep this
problem out in the media where the public can get information. I have been in this job for seven
or eight months and have found that when I am reading an article, flipping through the newspaper
or watching the news. my attention is peaked when a microbial issue is mentioned. In fact,
microbial issues have been in the media as recently as last week due to the dinoflageliate
Pf t ' d

I would like to give you a brief history of the BEACH Program. In the fall of 1996, the program
was under development as well as review. The initial mission of the program was to identify what
people were doing nationally to identify the problem. In the spring of 1997, the Assistant
Administrator sent out a letter to all of the state representatives on The Environmental Council
explaining that the EPA would be an active participant in this area. Memorial Day 1997, Carol
Browner, Oirector of the U.S. EPA officially announced The EPA's BEACH Program to the nation.

The emphasis of The BEACH Program is to look at and strengthening the nation's beach
standards and testing in relation to human health concerns. Presently, the EPA is attempting to
get the states to adopt risk based water quality standards. Another area for involvement concerns
policy and technical assistance. The EPA plans to work with state, local and interested
stakeholders to identify where assistance is needed i.e� is more research needed or is more
technical guidance needed? In addition, we will be working with The Association of State and
Territorial Health Officials to design a conference in mid October. The purpose of the conference
is to pug together a cooperative federal and state action plan which identifies the long and short
term needs at the local, state and national levels.

I will present briefly some of the areas that the BEACH Program is interested in addressing now
and in the near future.

The BEACH Program will be working with the states on their research methods. One of the
things the EPA was able to expedite was the publishing of a 24 hour Enterococcus Test Method.
The original method induded required 48 hours. The original method was published in Wafer
Quality Test Standards, The new method is available as of May 1997. The major change in the
original method was a change in the media that samples are plated on, Another step forward in
achieving success with this problem is to improve EPA's overall research agenda. Keeping this in
mind, the labs of research and development are to focus more of their attention on beach specific
cori cems.

We also are working with those individuals who do predictive modeling. The anticipated results is
to determine ahead of time when a problem will arise not after the actual event. Model validation
will be done at selected sites across the nation or where sampling is more intensive.

Another area the EPA is interested in is keeping the public aware of the problems. This, presently
has been done primarily through our web site; 'http: i/ www.epa.gov/ost/beaches'. The site
provides an overview of the program, who are the partners and a section on the most frequently
asked questions. The EPA also encourages this site to be used for sharing resources and ideas.
Also, at this web site will be the National Survey, EPA will survey state and local agencies to
determine the nature and extent of beach contamination problems. This will also include
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monitoring efforts, posfforts postjng closures, etc. The information will be compiled into a database that will
be made available for pubjj«se.

The future agenda wjjj jnvolve the following steps: �! Fajj of 1997 we will be doing The National
$u~y and database training on the new methods; reviewing water quatity standards. �!
planning on additional monitoring projects �! Summer of 1998, doing research on new
jndjcatprs and any other ideas that may have come out of the October conference.
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A IIicroview: Dunes Greek
Richard Whitman

Lake Michigan Ecological Station
National Biological Service

Editor's note: The following presentation was given on the beach overlooking Dunes Creek at
Indiana Dunes State Park.

We are looking at Dunes Creek as it enters Lake Michigan, and we are witnessing a disturbed
stream system degraded to such an extent that it has lost equilibrium with the extensive wetlands
that it drains and the vast riparian ecosystems that it once supported. This equiIibnum became
unbalanced largely due to human disturbances of the once natural drainage system in the Great
Marsh.

The Great Marsh once extended from Portage to Michigan City  Figure 1!. It averaged about one
half mile in width and approximately 16 miles in length. Today only a remnant of the original
wetland still exists. Two major ditches, Kintzele Ditch and Derby Ditch, were created to drain the
Great Marsh, and Dunes Creek � the only natural stream draining the Great Marsh � was ditched
extensively. Ditches were developed to remove water quickly and thoroughly and to make land
more suitable for human endeavors. In the process, contarninants were much increased, both
natural and humanderived. Much of the present stream flows would have been retained in the
Great Marsh historically, but it now flows directly to Lake Michigan without benefitting from the
contaminant-reducing biological processes in the marsh. These pollutants indude sediments,
nutrients, iron, and E. cori. This, in large part, underlies the present water quality problems in
Dunes Creek.

Once this system of ditches was created, the basic ecology of the stream and wetlands was
critically changed, One hundred years ago, Dunes Creek was a small creek system with a
predominantiy dean sand bottom that had few branches and limited interaction with lands outside
of its immediate drainage  Figure 1!. Due to extensive ditching, however, scientists now would
characterize this as a third or fourth order stream � more branches indicate a higher order stream.
In higher order streams, increased shoreline area is present for the introduction of contamination
because the area of contaminant-reducing wetland has decreased relative to stream drainage,
Today, there are hundreds of small ditches, both surface and underground tiles, instead of the
former few branches of a natural stream  Figure 2!. Thus, there is that inuch more riparian
habitat directly affecting the creek. In these habitats, rodents, deer, rabbits, muskrats, beaver,
and other animals introduce feces and E. coii into the stream system. Without wetlands filtering
effects, runoff adds these bacteria and other pollutants to Lake Michigan, and because of this,
swimming beaches must occasionally be closed.

The area at the ouffali of Dunes Creek is one of the most popular beaches in Indiana, and for that
matter, the whole Great Lakes. Bacteria closures at this site are, in one form, simple to
understand because it is a small creek, a small watershed, and probably simpler than the two
previously mentioned ditches. It is far simpier than Bum's Ditch, the Grand Calumet River, or
Trail Creek, which are extraordinarily dNicutt to characterize and resolve. These systems are
doser to the Santa Monica model described earlier in this symposium. On the other hand,
resolution of the Dunes Creek bacteria problem is complex because finding the source and
controlling it can be extremely difficult. Options for remediation are limited by present land use,
the natural course of the creek and the morphology of the land, Total hydrological restoration of
the Great Marsh by removing ditches would inevitably cause flooding of valuable residential or
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recreational lands. Directing the ouffall of the creek to a less populated portion of the beach
would be financially and environmentally cosffy.

At this time the creek is at a seasonal low flow � about the lowest that you will see it during the
year. At this rate of discharge, sand impounds the creek, causing a natural sand filtration system
before the creek water enters Lake Michigan. Dunes Creek has a generally sandy substrate,
especially along the lower course of its drainage, Sandy creeks tend to be cleaner and clearer
along this stretch since the sands filter out particulates, including bacteria.

At regular flow, the creek has about 500 to 2,000 F. col/ per 100 ml water. At high flow, the E. co/i
can dramaticaily increase  Table 1!. According to the state of Indiana limits, 236 E. co/i/t 00 rnl
would result in closing the beach to swimming, A few years ago, we were asked by the Indiana
Dunes Slate Park to determine why there is a bacteria problem and where the bacteria originated.
We just finished a study at Derby Ditch, which lies to the east, similar to the examination of Dunes
Creek. I was interested in comparing the two creeks because their watersheds are closely
reiated. The streams share many characteristics, and most importantly, they respond similarly to
E. co//loading. We examined both streams all the way up to their headwaters by checking all of
the obvious sources of E co/i: septic fields and runoffs, household wastes, showers, and sewage
treatment. We looked at water quality associated with human pofiution, detergents, surfactants,
opticat brighteners, ammonia, and salinity. We analyzed the water for other bacteria and
calculated ratios between bacteria types. We discovered that the two creeks did indeed behave
similarty. The final determination was that we could not find any evidence of a human source.
Does it mean it is not a human source'? Not necessarily, Because there is no smoking gun, you
cannot prove a positive with many negatives. All you can do is make inferences by eliminating
hypotheses.

So all we can say is tha! we have no evidence that the F. co/i problem in Dunes Creek is directly
caused by humans. Indirectly, the problem was certainly caused by humans because of ditching
over the last 70-80 years. We can ask many questions about the problem with the data we
collected. What factors control the E. co//? When were concentrations high? Can we use these
factors to predict E, co/i contamination and beach closure? How would restoration of the Great
Marsh affect E. co//loading.

ln the course of another study that addressed the efficacy of a bacteria-monitoring program for the
beach areas around these creeks, we found that rainfall was a very important factor. In a lot of
other, more complex watersheds, it is difficult to find correlations with rainfall. But on small
creeks, we are able to relate rainfall and bacteria more accurately. We used twelve years of
weekly data, almost 2,000 readings at different beaches, taken at the same place by the same
person using the same protocols, and we added rainfall and wind direction to the analysis. E. co/i
concentrations were correlated with amount of rainfall over different time periods. The results
indicated thai rainfall was an important factor in increasing E. co/i density, but when wind direction
and water temperature were taken into consideration, predictability increased substantially.

The people who manage the State Park already know that if there is a gentle wind out of the
northwest, the plume from the creek will hug the southeast side of the shore. This nice warm
creek water will stay on top of the cool lake and thus result in higher E. co/i concentrations due to
the lack of mixing and diffusion. 'The west side of the outlet would be dear and the east side
would be turbid. If there is a south wind, the creek water is directed further into the lake, and
sometimes there are beach closures on both sides of the outlet,

A third factor that is important for E. co/i concentrations is ternperatu . Au t ' h
the most beach ctosures, We think that ln the warmer months creek d ch ', b' nsis ernpera re. Augustisthe monthwith

mon s cree is arge is down, but the
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higher temperature increases the survival time for 6, coii. E coii does not survive long in cold
temperatures � sunlight and cold temperatures ere very stressful to these bacteria.

With the twelve years of data we tried to predict the monitoring program's effectlveness in terms
of its ability to protect the public health of beachgoers. We found that there was little relationship
between the E. coiireading of the previous day and the day of beach closure. Often, the beach
water was lower in E. coii concentrations the next day duririg closure than the day it was first
tested. This can be attributed to the constantly changing weather patterns. Throughout the
United States, beach managers are trying to develop real-time bacteria determinations. We can
do this with a surrogate of some sort, whether that surrogate is a physical, chemical or biological
substitute. That surrogate could also be a parameter such as a virus associated with coliforms
and humans, color, iron, turbidity, suspended solids, or caffeine, It also may be a model that takes
into effect stream velocity, wind, or temperature, or it may be a more rapid bacteria assay.

The specific sources of E. coii in Dunes Creek were not definitively determined. Relationships
between weather and land use and seasons were drawn, and potential solutions were explored.
We know that E. coli in Dunes Creek is consistently high, and it is dear that bsachgoers are
occasionaHy exposed to excessive E, coii contamination. Finally, we know that we are not doing
our job in informing and protecting the pubgc, but it is because collectively, we do not know how to
do it. Hopefully, research will eventually provide that answer.
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F;~e ~ The three main creeks of tbe Great Marsh.
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Figure 2, The main branches of Dunes Creek. Extensive ditching around the watershed
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Mean E. cali counts in CFU/100 ml, The State Park West stte was located to the west of
where Dunes Creek enters Lake Michigan, and the State Park East site was located to the east of
the Dunes Creek mouth,

State Park West

State Park East



VISION STATEMENT FOR THE INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE ON
E.COLI

Amira Loney
Office of Water Management

Indiana Dept. of Environmental Management

The Interagency Task Force on E. coli consists of technical experts from local, state, and federal
agencies who have banded together in an effort to solve northwest Indiana's bacteria induced
beach closure problem. A comprehensive approach to the problem will include consistent
methods of data collection for the development of a real-time forecasting system, identNcation of
the sources and fate of the bacteria, and a systematic program of remediation. These measures
are necessary to ensure for the State of Indiana the safety of public health and the economic
vitaiity of the recreational use of the Lake Michigan shoreline.
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E cali Sampling Sites by Department

Wolf Lake
Wolf Poirit
First Bench
Third Bench
Last Point

Whihala Beach
East Beach
West Beach

Clear Lake-Westville
New Stone Lake  Avg.!
Old Stone Lake
Stone Lake Launch
Pine Lake-Waverly
Pine Lake-Kiwanis
Hudson Lake
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HAMMOND CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

INDIANA DUNES NATIONAL LAKESHORE

Beaches
West Beach
Ogden Dunes
Porter Beach
Dunes Acres
Dunes St. Park W
Dunes St. Park E
Kemil Road
Lakeview
Central Ave.
Mount Baldy
Marquette Park

Streams
Dunes Creek@ Lake
Derby Ditch @ Lake

PORTER COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

Spectacle
Long
Wauhob
Edgewater
Flint  Burlington!
Sh orewood
Hillcrest
Burns Harbor Lakeland Park

LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

LaPORTE COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

Upper Fish Lake
Lower Fish Lake
Michigan City Washington

Park  Avg.!
Long Beach: Stop 24
Shoreland Hills: Stop 31
Michiana Shores: Stop 37
Michigan City California Ave.

 Avg-!



BENEFICIARIES
Local Agencies
State Agencies

Federal Agencies
Researchers

Industries
Private and Public Organizations

ULTIMATE BENEFICIARIES...
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Standard Operating Procedures for Recreational Water
Collection and Analysis of E.cali

Danielle A. Livinghouse
Environmental Planner

LaPorte County Health Department

Sample analysis procedures for the draft Standard Operating Procedure were derived from:

~ n a M h for h Examination of Water and Wastewater 19 Edition

~ The US EPA Test Methods for Escherichia cali and Enterococci in Water by the Membrane
Filter Procedure  EPA 600/4-8S/076!.

Both procedures utilize membrane filtratio and very similar media and solutions.

~ mTEC agar
~ Urea substrate
~ Buffered water

Both test procedures require 22-24 hours of incubation time.
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Pre aratioa Of mTKC media

m Tec agar is prepared by heating mTEC dehydrated medium with reagent water until dis~l<~-

MTEC media is then sterilized through autoclaving at 121'C �S lb pressure! for 15 minutes.

Lique6ed agar � to S ml! is poured into 50 x 1G mm culture plates,

Final pH should be 7.3 + 0 2,

Plates may be stored under refrigeration for up to 1 month.
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Samples should be collected in a disposable or non-disposable container
that will hold at least 100 ml of sample water. Containers should be

clean and sterile.

Non<isposable sample containers must be sterilized, either by UV or
autoclave.

sterile buffer rinse wafer, filtering apparatus, niembrane filters and
m TKC media niust also be sterilized.
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Collect samples from inland lakes from a pier if possible. Open sample
bottle just prior to collecting the sample. VVhen coHecting the sample,
sweep down through the water to elbow depth in a U-shaped motion.

Avoid cutting across the thermocline.

»oid touching the inside of the sample container or hd during
~mphng- %fore closing the container, make sure there is ample air

space in the bo~  at least 2.5 cm!.



'*«

Samples should be collected in waters about 1 meter in depth, or about
mid-thigh. Sample where the highest concentration of swimmers are.
Care should be taken to avoid areas with small children and to avoid

kicking up the bottom of the sampling site. Do not sample in the "swash"
zone.
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Sample containers should be labeled with the location, date and time the
samples were collected.

Samples should be immediately refrigerated or stored on ice in a cooler,
ont of sunlight, until they can be analyzed.

The maximum holding time for samples prior to analysis is 6 hours.



MPorte County Health Qepartment Water Laboratory
809 State Street LaPorte, IN 46350-3329

ANALYSIS DATA
 To Be completed By Lab!

TEST PERFORMED:

examination Results Should Be Sent To:

flame

Total Coliform Fecal Coliform HPC
Nitrate Escherichia cali

RESULTS VERIFIED

INDIANA

cia/rowN
ZIP CODE

DRO

cfu/ml
AL COLlFORM
AL COLIFORM

ss specified. Results are cfuj100ml!

REPORT OF SANlPLE:

SATISFACTORY

Which Tap

Chlorine Residual  Pools!

Iron on the ster
Non-aAIferm bedsrm on the Ster

UNSATISFACTORY
C~e yaur Yrol

Coieot semples aeordinIy to IDHlrs reguhbrms

NOT VALID BECAUSE:

Name ANALYZED BY

LAB ID
M46-0 TIME 8 DATE

INDIANA
Zip Code DATE REPORTED.
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SAMPLE DATA
fo Be Completed by Client!

PLEASE read instructions orl back

TYPE OF SAMPLE  Check appropriate space!
OATE

Well Water
Swimming Pool

WhirlpoolISpa
Bathing Beach
Surface Water

Swabs
Other

SEND AN ADDITIONAL COPY OF RESULTS TO:

BATHING BEA
SURFACE W

E, COL

DRINKING W

There wes et rn~ on the nmmbmm IIer.
Other.WE ADYISE THAT AHDTHER sAMPLE BE SUBMITTED



Preparation of a dilution of a sample. Sample dilutions may be used to
minimize interference of high turbidity or high colony density.

Sample plates should ideally produce 20-80 E. coli colonies.
Reduced sample volumes may also be used.

S~<e sample to distribute bacteria uniformly prior to filtering.



Filtering of sample through .45um sterile membrane 5lter.

Rinsing of funnel filtering apparatus with sterile biiffered rinse water.



AsepticaBy transfer meinbrane Qter to m TKC media using a roBing
motion The filter should lie flat against the media with no air bubbles.

If the filter does not lay flat, reseat the membrane.



Preparation of altered sample plates for incubation;
placement in Whirl-Pak bags, no more than 4 plates deep.

Incubate sample plates inverted for 2 hours at 35 C + 0.5 to help
recover stressed organisms.



After 2 hours incubation at 35'C, transfer plates, inverted and sealed in
Whirl-paks, to a 44.S C + 0.2 waterbath for 22-24 hours.

After 22-24 hours in the waterbath, reInove plates. Place absorbent pads
new petri plates or the lids of the same plates. Saturate pads with the

urea broth.



Transfer filter membranes to «rea saturated pads. Hold at room
temperature for 15-20 minutes.

After 15-20 minutes on the urea substrate, count and record the number
of yellow or yellow-brown colonies on those 6lters ideally containing

20-80 colonies.



Report the Number of verified E.coli colonies per 100 ml of
sample.

E. soli/100 mL = No. E. coli colonies counted x 100 mL
Volume in mL of sample filtered



Making SUre That What Comes Out of the Ships Doesn't Stink:
Marine Sanitation Devices In The Great Lakes'

Rhae Giacoma and Eric Reeves

One of the oldest environmental problems in the Great Lakes is contamination of the
water by untreated or inadequately treated sewage. Given the fact that millions of people drink
out of the lakes and swim in them, outbreaks of high fecal bacteria and other pathogens are
always a subject of great concern. In terms of total gallons, the shipping on the Great Lakes is
not a signiricant contributor to that problem, The amount of sewage discharged from ships is
orders of magnitude less than what goes into the lakes from sewage treatment systems,
combined storm and sewage overflows, agricultural runoff, and horne septic tanks. Everyone is
expected to clean up their act, however. A ship's crew may be small in comparison to the
population of a port city, but each member of the crew presumably creates as much waste as
each citizen of the city, and it should all be treated to some comparable standard. Thus, the same
legislation which initiated a massive, rnultibilhon dollar, tong-term, and far from complete overhaul
of United States sewage treatment systems in 1972 also mandated the insta'llation of marine
sanitation devices  MSDs! on both commercial and recreational vessels. Marine sanitation
'devices  MSDs! are required on all vessels with toilets operating on the Great Lakes. They are

' Update on an article published as 'Working Together to Keep the Great Lakes Clean," Great Lakes
Seaway Review, vok 26, no. I  July-September 1997!, pp. 59.

' Lieutenant Commander, US Coast Guard, Assistant Chief, Marine Safety Analysis and Policy Branch,
Ninth Coast Guard District, 1240 E, Ninth St., Cleveland, Ohio, 44199, �16! 9024050,
RGiacoma@D9.uscg,mil.

' Commander, US Coast Guard, Chief, Marine Safety Analysis and Policy Branch, Ninth Coast Guard
District, same address as above, email Ekeeves@D9,uscg,mil.

' "The begirming of environmental concern in the Great Lakes Basin is associated with the problems of
human health.... I.ittle or no attempt was originally made...to provide basic services such as water
purification of sewage treatment, and the inevitable consequence was repeated outbreaks of waterborne
diseases." Theodora E. Colborn, Alex Davidson, Sharon N. Green, R.A, Hodge, C. Ian Jackson, and
Richard A. LiroQ; Greai Lakes, Great Legacy?  The Conservation Foundation and The Institute for
Research on Public Policy, Washington DC and Ottawa, Ontario, 1990!, pp. 52-3. 'Historically, the
primary reason for water pollution control was prevention of waterborne disease.... Hutnans can acquire
bacterial, viral and parasitic diseases through direct body contact with contaminated water as well as by
drinking the water." US EPA and Environment Canada, The Grear Lakes: An Environmental Atlas and
Resource BooR  Chicago, Illinois and Toronto, Ontario, 1995!, p. 29.

' Most outbreaks of bacteria contamination along the lakeshores are attributed to combined storm and
sanitary sewer overflows. US EPA and Environment Canada, note 3 above, p. 29, For example, on 3
February 1996 the City of Duluth suffered a break in its water and sewer lines which resulted in the
discharge of 500,000 gallons of raw sewage into the harbor. Duluth News-Tribune � February 1996!, p.
6A. Lake Carriers' Association estimates that the 1109 ships entering Duluth-Superior harbor discharged
200,000 gallons of treated sewage throughout 1995. More generally, Lake Caniers' Association has
calculated that the total output of treated water f'rom MSDs on commercial vessels of all types in the
Duluth-Superior Harbor averages about 772 gallons per day, compared to 44,000,000 gallons per day of
treated water from the normally functioning water treatment plants. Rick Harkins, Lake Camers'
Association  Cleveland, Ohio, 11 July 1995!.

' The Federal Water Pollution Control Act, also known as the Clean Water Act, 33 USC 1251 er seq,
discussed in further detail below. In recent decades, in the Great Lakes, "the United States and Canada
have committed about $10 billion to improved municipal sewage treatment." Theodora E. Colbom, et
al�note 3 above, p. 229.
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regulated by both US and Canadian statutes, and also by US state law in some areas." There are
three kinds of marine sanitation devices � Type I, ll and Ill. The Type l and ll MSDs are designed
to treat sewage and discharge the treated effluent overboard. Type ill MSDs are holding tanks
designed to hoid the sewage onboard the vessel until it can be discharged to a reception facility
~ashore " Operators of vessels in US waters must ensure that marine sanitation devices meet the
requii'aments outiined in US Coast Guard regulations" which govern the design, construction and
certificatio of the MSDs. An MSD manufactured in compliance with the regulations will have a
piete affixed to it identifying it as such. Most vessels will have either a Type II or Type ill MSD
onboard as lhe Type 1 devices, which are less efficient than the Type ll, are being phased out.
The regulations requiring approved marine sanitation devices onboard vessels have been in place
since 1975. The US Coast Guard and TransPort Canada have the Primary resPonsibility for
enforcing requirements for MSDs on commercial vessels, both foreign and domestic, operating on
the Great Lakes. The states and provinces take the lead in policing the recreational vessels.

The US law requires that every vessel with installed toilet facilities have an "operable
marine sanitation device."" The key word here is operabfe. An operable MSD is one that is
operating in accordance with the manufacturer's speciTtcations and meeting the standards set
forth in the regulations, Ensuring an MSD is operable becomes tricky in the sense that an MSD
may be functional and appear to be working, yet may not be meeting the eNuent standards
established by EPA and outiined in the US Coast Guard MSD regulations. Figure 1 provides a
basic schematic of a type i or ll treatment system, Type I and il marine sanitation devices work by
means of a two stage process for sewage treatment. The first stage consists of the breakdown of
raw sewage through the use of aerobic bacteria. The second stage involves disinfecting the
effluent, commonly by chlorine or ultraviolet light. Systems in use on United States vessels
generally use chiorine disinfection, while Canadian vesseis generally use ultraviolet light. Foreign
vessels entering the Great Lakes may have either design. The systems can faii when �!
chemicals poured down the toilets kill the aerobic bacteria, �! the pumps maintaining the proper
fluid balance and air mix are not maintained, �! a system using chlorination in the disinfectant
stage runs out of chlorine, or �! a system using ultraviolet light in the disinfectant stage loses

United States rules on ship sewage are in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, section 312, 33 United
States Code section 1322, and Coast Guard regulations at 33 Code of Federal Regulations part 159,
"Marine Sanitation Devices." Canadiari rules on commercial vessels in the Great Lakes are in the Canada
Shippmg Act, sections 656-7, and Canada Shipping Act Regulations 26, "The Great Lakes Sewage
Pollution Preventiao Regulations," Consolidated Regulations of Canada SOR/93-207 �993!, and
Canadian rules on recreational vessels are in the Revised Regulations of Ontario, 1990, Regulation 343,
Discharge of Sewage &om Pleasun, Boats." The US Federal Water Pollution Control Act provides for

creation of state no-discharge areas subject to the approval of the US EPA �3 USC 1322 f!!, and, as
discussed further in the text, two such areas have been created in the Great Lakes. The Ontario regulation
prohibits any discharge or system that allows for a discharge from a recreational vessel in Ontario waters
««Great Lakes, but does not apply to commercial vessels. RRO 1990 Reg. 343 tlat 1-4
A ype I manne sanitation device is designed to produce an eNuent having a fecal coliform bacteria
count "ot greater than 1,000 per 100 tnilliliters and no visible floating solids. A type II MSD is designed

produce an effluent having a fecal coliform bacteria count not greater than 200 per 100 milliliters and
suspended solids not greater than 150 milligrams per liter. A Type III MSD is designed to prevent the
ov~ard discharge of treated or untreated sewage or any waste derived &om sewage, These standards
~ established by both US EPA regulations �0 CFR Part 140! and US Coast Guard regulations �3
~ 159!- Current state and EPA standards for shoreside sewage treatment typically sei the same lower

lmu«n fecal coliform �00/100ml, per Mumesota Rules 7050.0211! but set more strigent standards for
d»»ds �0mg/I!, and address a number of other prarameters such as biochemical oxygen

arid and pH  EPA rules at 40 CFR Part 133!, although not all systems meet those standards
o~»tently. This is a greatly simplified statement of the standards, ~ch are averages over time.

"33 CFR Part 159
33 USC 1322 h!�!
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lamp power or loses light penetration due to excess turbidity. The ultraviolet systetns tend to
achieve a better kill of the bacteria  and create no undesirable compounds in the final effluent! if
the system maintains good light penetration, These systems come with a penetration detector
and recording device to verify that penetration. The chlorine is a generally reliable disinfectant
and chlorine content in the contact chamber can be readily verified by a simple field test.
However, chlorine can create undesirable organochloride compounds. In order to reduce some of
these undesirable compounds, many of the US lakers have also installed a third dechlorination
stage, using sodium sulfate as a neutralizer, on their own initiative. Like any other shipboard
system, MSDs need to be properly maintained and inspected in order to insure that they are
operating as designed.

The issue of operable MSDs was brought to the attention of the Coast Guard in 1994
when the St, Louis System Remedial Action Plan  RAP! Committee in Duluth, Minnesota
expressed concern that commercial vessels were discharging high levels of fecai coliform into the
waters of Duluth Harbor, The US and Canadian lakers, represented by the Lake Carriers'
Association and the Canadian Shipowners Association, in cooperation with the US Coast Guard,
developed a voluntary testing program designed to verify that the MSDs onboard their vessels
were operating properly. ' This program has worked well in helping to alleviate the concerns of
the St. Louis River RAP Group, The vessels involved have been very cooperative in carrying out
the requirements of this voluntary progratn. Most vessels have been found to have operable
MSDs meeting the regulatory standards, Those whose tests identified systems not meeting the
standards have been notified so that appropriate repairs could made to bring them up to snuff.
This was a program specifically developed in response to the concerns raised by the local
community in Duluth-Superior. But a number of states are battling the same problem,
experienced by Duluth-Superior, of high levels of fecal coliform in the water. Although the
potential contribution to the problem from shipping is obviously dwarfed by the contribution from
other sources, there is a natural expectation that the shipping industry be part of the solution.
Also, sotne states have doubts about the adequacy of the marine systems � which may be based
more on problems with recreational boats � and would prefer that no sewage be discharged in
their waters, treated or not. As indicated in figure 2, Michigan and Wisconsin have "no-discharge
zones" in which it is illegal to dump any sewage or effluent, whether treated or not, into the
designated waters, The Michigan zone includes all Michigan waters of the Great Lakes. The
VNsconsin zone covers the Wisconsin waters of Lake Michigan. Other states, such as Indiana
and Pennsylvania, are looking at establishing no-discharge zones for their waters as weIL The
State of Wisconsin was involved in the development of the voluntary testing program for
commercial vessel MSDs in Duluth Harbor, and this demonstration of the responsibility of the
domestic commercial manne industry in addressing the local concerns may weil lessen the

' The details of the voluntary testing ptogram varied according to whether the MSD used chlorine or
ultraviolet light in the second stage of the treatment.  a! For vessels with aerobic process /vfSDs ond
chlorine disinfection:  I ! Each week, vessel personnel conducted tests for dissolved oxygen and residual
chlorine, as well as a visual examination for clarity and an odor test. The dissolved oxygen test shows
that the bacteria necessary to treat the sewage have enough oxygen to keep them alive and active. The
residual chlorine test verifies the amount of chlorine in the systein is at the level necessary to effectively
treat the eKuent. �! In addition to the weekly tests, vessel personnel sent a sample of the effluent to an
on-shore testing facility laboratory twice a year for analysis. This test verifies that the effluent is meeting
the regulatory standards.  b! For vessels with aerobic process AfSDs and ultraviolet disinfection: Vessel
personnel continuously monitored the ultraviolet system and performed maintenance as necessaty. Each
week they logged whether or not the sewage system and monitor were operating properly, and if not,
made necessary changes to ensure the system was operating in accordance with manufacturer standards.
 c! Foi oil vessels: In addition, for both systems, vessel personnel sent a sample of the effluent to an on-
shore testing facility laboratory twice a year for analysis and the Coast Guard conducted a random testing
program whereby one vessel was boarded each month in the Duluth/Superior harbor and a sample of the
sewage system effluen was taken and sent to a laboratory for analysis. Notification was given to the ship
or owner of the results of that test.



Wisconsin interest in creating a no discharge zone for that area. More generally, this vofuntarf
testing program developed by the US and Canadian takers has gone a long way to assuring the
Great Lakes states and environmental community that our lakers are not the cause of the higf
levels of fecal coliform often occumng in or near Great Lakes ports, The specific testing prograrr
developed in Duluth-Superior is not necessarily the best model for application throughout the
lakes, At this time, the US Lake Carriers' Association is developing more general maintenance
and inspection procedures for assuring that all MSDs are operating properly as part of the general
"Streamlined Inspection Program' being piloted in the Great Lakes, Under this joint US Coasl
Guard and Lake Carriers' program, which is based on the concept that a responsible industry can
develop better quaf'ity control systems than the government can create through direct regulation,
we will have continuing, documented assurance that the MSDs are being properly maintained
along with all of the other safety and environmental equipment aboard the vessel.

fn cooperation with the Seaways and representatives of the foreign vessel operators,
such as the Shipping Federation of Canacla arid the Great Lakes Shipping Association, the US
Coast Guard working on the development of a similar program for assuring that all MSDs on the
foreign vessels are being maintained and used properly. Although the number of obvious problem
vessels are low, we have found in recent years that a number of foreign vessels entering the
Great Lakes have inoperable MSDs, thus necessitating some sort of action to address the
problem. Moreover, discharge of improperly treated sewage from a vessel in transoceanic trade
poses a completefy different kind of risk to health � the risk of infection by exotic pathogens which,
although smail in numbers, may have a significant impact an populations not normally exposed to
them. As regulators, we are forced to assume that the relatively small number of vessels
detected with obviously nonfunctional MSDs may indicate a larger problem with MSDs that are in
operation in some form, but not truly "operable" in the sense of fuily functioning in accordance with
their design. This leaves us with two responsible choices � to either increase our inspection
requirements, or ask the foreign vessel industry for their voluntary participation in an industry
quality control program. Based on our good experience with the domestic industry, we think the
latter approach is far preferable. Thus, on 15 January 4997, the Coast Guard held an initial
meeting in Montreaf with members of the maritime community, including the St. Lawrence Seaway
Development Corporation, the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, the Shipping Federation of
Canada, Transport Canada Marine Safety, and the Canadian Shipowners Association. The US
Great Lakes Shipping Association was is also participating in the process, The purpose of this
meeting was to begin the process for developing a program for foreign vessels operating on the
Great Lakes to prove the operability of their MSDs. We are looking at different options, including
a voluntary testing program such as that which has been used in Duluth, But that is not the only
approach. Just as the US fakers have developed their own, industry-specific quality control
system within the context of the Streamlined Inspection Program, we would hke to see the foreign
industry propose what they consider the best, most efficient, and least burdensome method for
assuring that their MSDs are being properfy maintained and used, This will not be imposing new
requirements on the vessels, as they are currently required to have operable MSDs. What this
will do is enable them to prove to the regulatory agencies that their MSDs are operating in
compliance with the regulations without the creation of new inspection requirements.

ln the meantime, the US and Canada will be aggressively enforcing the regulations
requiring operable MSDs on commercial vessels entering the Great Lakes through the St.
Lawrence Seaway. There are several thfngs the boarding officers look at. First they look for the
MSD manufacturer's Plate to ensure it meets the specifications in the regulations, Next they look
«see if the MSD is functional, ff it is obvious that the MSD is not working, the boarding o5cers
wfff take appropriate action, which may include civil penalty action, The vessef will not be allowed
to saff until satisfactory repairs are made. In the past, we have sometimes allowed vessels to take

«portable toilets as a temporary measure to replace nonfunctional MSDs. fn agreement
~h t"e Seaways, we are establishing a policy that this option will not be considered after the end

the current, 1997 navigation season. Also, the Saint Lawrence Seaway Authority has taken
important action to address the separate issue of the use of the type ill holding tanks, which do
not always have the capacity to hold the sewage during the whole voyage in and out of the fakes.
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The SLSA has formally advised operators that 'Vessels equipped solely with sewage holding
tanks shall keep a sewage disposal log or make an entry into the deck iog of the date and location
where these tanks are pumped out or otherwise voided.' The bottom line is simply that all
vessels operating on the Great Lakes should be handling their sewage properly." Our MSD
voluntary testing program so far has not placed a heavy burden on the shipping industry, and we
expect any future programs to not do so either. We are looking for ways to ensure compliance
with the MSD regulations without causing undue hardship on the vessels operating on the Great
Lakes � and we are looking to the industry to help us do that.

' Saint Lawrence Seaway Authority Notice 43 �997!, para, 15, "Sewage Disposal."
" ln discussions with the Seaways and the foreign marine industry, we have been asked about compliance

with the standards by US Navy vessels occasionally visiting the lakes. Since Navy vessels are legally
exempt from the US MSD requirements as public vessels, they have been accused of haphazardlv
discharging sewage into the Great Lakes, That is not the case. According to a US Navy policy which
specifically addresses visits to the sensitive fresh waters o f the Great Lakes, their vessels only discharge
from holding tanks to tank truck reception facilities contracted for at ports of call � thus compiyntg with
the same requirement for commercial vessels with type III holding tanks.
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Figure 2. Marine Sanitation Device  MSD! Discharge Areas on the Great Lakes

Figure 2. Marine Satiitation Device  MSD! Discharge Areas on the Great Lakes/
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preventing Biological Invasions ot the Great Lakes via Shipping
presentation to the International Association of Great I akes Researchers

Buffalo, New York, 5 June 1997

M. Eric Reeves

Ballast water is a major vector for biological invasion of the Great Lakes and other aquatic
ecosystems. Since 1993, with the active assistance of Transport Canada and the Seaway
authorities of both the United States and Canada, the US Coast Guard has enforced a
limited regime for the control of ballast water entering the Great Lakes. That regime has
provided a significant first step in raising the level of defense against shipbome biologicai
invasions, and has become the model for a nationwide regime now being developed by the
IJS Coast Guard, However, more work is required to �! scientifically measure the
effectiveness of the current regime, �! develop economically feasible improvements in the
Great Lakes and nationwide regimes, and �! expand the research agenda to address
other possible shipping vectors for biological invasions such as sewage and graywater, Of
all these research prionties, the most urgent is the need to develop economically feasible
improvements to the current exchange regime which can be put h falace as soon as
possible in order to make exchange practical, safe, and effective for at! vessels.

1. Introduction: Ballast Water, Sewage, Graywater, and Exotic Invasions

Some of the researchers have pointed out that a ship can very well be thought of as a
"biological island."" Just as a foreign vessel entering our waters is in a legal and traditional sense
a piece of the territory of its flag nation," it is also a floating community, an unnatural ecology of

Commander, US Coast Guard, MA  Political Science!, JD, Chief, US Coast Guard Ninth District Marine
Safety Analysis and Policy Branch, Room 2069, 1240 E, Ninth Street, Cleveland, Ohio, 44199-2060,
Telephone �16! 902-6049, Teiefax �16! 902-6059. The opinions expressed in this paper are those of
the author, and should not be considered official policy of the United States Coast Guard,

James T, Carlton, Donald M. R,eid, and Henry van Leeuwen, The Role of Shipping in the Introduction of
iVonirtdtgenotts Aquatic Organisms to the Coastal 8'aters of the United States  other than the Great
Lakes! and an Analysis of Control Options  National Sea Grant College Program/Connecticut Sea Grant
Project R/ES-6, April 1995!, p. 19

2Dvessels have a unique, ancient, well-recognized, but somewhat confusing md e o g
i«ernationaI law, as objects subject to the jurisdiction of both the "flag state" and the "port state." See,
generally, Louis Henkin, Richard Crawfort Pugh, Oscar Schachter, and Hans Smit, International Law:
Cases «d Materials  West Pub., St. Paul, Minn., 2nd Ed., 1987!, chap. 15. "Flag state" jurisdiction, the
jurisdiction of the country under which the vessel is registered, literally the flag which the vessel flies, is
generally primary when the vessel is operating on the high seas. "Port state" jurisdiction, the jurisdiction
of ihe nation in whose waters the vessel is operating, becomes primary when the vessel enters the ports or
other mternai waters of another nation. All of the waters of the Great Lakes are the internal waters of
caber th«nited States or Canada, and they have plenary jurisdiction to enforce their laws for the
p'«ection «safety and the environment over any vessels in the lakes, although the Great Lakes also have
somethmg of a dual status under international law, The Great Lakes are "internal waters" as "waters on
« landward side of the baseline" under Article 8 of the United Nations Convention of the Law of the

~ for most purposes. However, the lakes are really svi generis. "The customary rules of international
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humans and other organisms ranging from rats to viruses which may be living in cargo, stores,ballast water, bilge water, sewage, and graywater aboard the ship, many of which are exotics withthe potential to invade the Great Lakes or other aquatic ecosystems, ln recent years, with thedevelopment of the first regime for controlling ballast water entering the Great Lakes, we haveonly just begin to understand and deal with this threat. Ballast water remains the primary subjectof concern because of the economic impact of zebra mussels and other aquatic nuisance speciesin the Great Lakes. Human economic systems adapt relatively quickly, however. In economicterms, we long ago adapted to the impact of the lamprey eel on the Great Lakes fisheries, and weare now adapting to the problem of controlling zebra mussels in industrial systems. The tong-term
loss of ecological integrity and biological diversity, which is really the greater loss to humanity andthe p'lanet, is much less weg appreciated outside the scientific community, It is too distant. In asimilar way, the more insidious threat to human health and ecological integrity from invasions al
the microbial level may be just as much a potential threat, but hes been of little concern because
it is invisible.

What you see may depend on what you look for. Before the invasion of the zebra mussel
became noticeable around 1988, ballast water was not of much concern, In 1990, someCanadian researchers conducted what apparently was the first systeinatic analysis of zooplankton

law provide that a state exercises complete jurisdiction over all temtoty and waters within its boundaries.
With the designation of the middle of the Great Lakes as the international boundary, these lakes came
under the respective jurisdictions of the United States and Canada. They are thus national waters, and not
tern'iorium nullius.�. Although the lakes are internal waters, they are, nevertheless, considered as high
seas by both countries for the purposes of admiralty and criminal junsdiction.... In this instance the
application of the established legal principles of international law provides a legal regime for the Great
Lakes that is both necessary and effective." Don Courtney Piper, The Jnrernaiional Law of the Great
Lakes: A Study of Canadian-United States Co-operation  Durham, NC; Duke University Press, 1967!p. 18. In the instance of environmental protection, as well, an international approach has been extremelyproductive, Recognizing that they share a common ecosystem, the two nations have closely collaborated
in environmental regulation under the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, done at Ottawa 22
November 1978, That agreetnent sets general standards which are enforced by the separate but closely
parallel laws of the United States and Canada on each side of the line." I provide a detailed review of the Great Lakes regime, and its limitations, in M. Eric Reeves, "Techniques
for the Protection of the Great Lakes &om Infection by Exotic Organisms in Ballast Water," in Frank M.
D'Itri, ed�Zebra kfussels and Aquatic nuisance Species, pp. 283-299  Ann Arbor Press: Chelsea, Mich.,
1997!, which is the published version of a presentation to the Sixth Annual Zebra Mussel Conference in
Dearborn, Michigan, on 5 lvlarch 1996, See also Katherine Weathers and Eric Reeves, "The Defense of
the Great Lakes Against the Invasion of Nonindigenous Species in Ballast Water," Marine Technology
 April 1996!, vol, 33, no. 2, pp. 92-100.

22Tbe damage that exotic organisms have done to the aquatic ecology of the Great Lakes and the economy
of the Great Lakes region is now fairly well documented, even if difficult to quantify. See E.L, Mills,
J,H. Leach, J.T. Carlton, and C.L. Secor, "Exotic Species and the Integrity of the Great Lakes: Lessons
from the Past," BioScience �994! 44: 666-676; W. Ashworth, The Late, Great Lakes: An Environmental
Hisroi7i  Wayne State Univ�Detroit, 1987!, Office of Technology Assessment, Harmful idion-Jndigenous
Species in rhe United Stares  US Government Printing Office, Washington IK, 1993!; P Leigh,
"Benefits and Costs of the Ruffe Control Program for the Great Lakes Fishery,"  National Oceamc and
Atmospheric Administration, unpub, paper, 1994!.

23See Laurie Garret, The Coming plaguei lyewly Emerging Diseases in a If'orld Oui of Balance  New
York, 1994!. She provides an example where it was "theorized thai ihe cholera microbe defecated by a
man in Dhaka...got into algae in the Bay of Bengal, lay dormant for months on end, made its way via
warm water blooms or ship bilge [or ballast water?] across thousands of miles of ocean, and killed a
person who ate ceviche at a food stand in Lima." p. 566.
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tn ballast water.' They of course found a whole range of zooplankton livirtg in the tanks, including
potential fresh-water invaders of the Great I akes. Sut they did not look for microbes. In 1994,
other Canadian researchers conducted what apparently was the first sampling of bacteria in
bagast water. We were not really surprised that they found a whole range of interesting strains,
including a nasty strain of 2, coli and something that may or may not have been a form of V.
citolerae. Mention of "cholera" got a great deal of attentio~, and prompted a short flurry of high-
level political interest whge experts at the laboratories had an arcane discussion about testing
serums which appears to have been inconclusive. That, unfortunately, diverted attention frotn the
main point of the sampling program, The main point is that ballast water was confirmed as a
vector for a whole range of pathogenic bacteria, As far as I know, no one has yet conf~rmed the
presence of pathogenic viruses in ballast water entering the Great Lakes, although the same
Canadian group may be looking at that. When someone does that research, we should not be
surprised that they find something of interest, Nor should we be surprised to find potential
microbial invaders present in other forms of water discharged from vessels, especially sewage
and graywater. These "biological islands" we call ships are ferti/e islands for maintaining and
culturing a whole range of life. They are also fertile areas for exploration by ecological
researchers.

A. Locke, D.M. Reid, W.G. Sprules, J.T. Carlton, and H.C, van Leeuwen, Egfectivettess of Mid-Ocean
Exchange in Controlling Freshwater attd Coastal Zooplankton irt Ballast Water  Canadian technical
rcport of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences 1822, 1991!.
The research was conducted by A<tuatic Sciences Inc. for Transport Canada Marine Safety, and the only
report is stilt a draft not releaseable to the public. As this and the previous citation indicate, much of the
most interesting work is otdy available in the fottn of "gray literature" consisting of papers and reports,
sometimes unpublished, and often published as govetnment reports not subject to a peer review by the
scientific community, However, there is a published report of V. cholerae 01, the nasty strain, confirmed

samples of ballast water and ship sewage from 19 cargo vesseis entering US ports on the Gulf of
Mexico Susan A. McCarthy and Farukh M. Khambaty, "international Dissemination of Epidemic Vibrio
citolerae by Cargo Ship Ballast Water and Other Nonpotable Waters," Applied artd Environmental
Microbiology  July 1994!, vol, 60, tto, 7, pp. 2597-2601.
The cholerae, if that is what it was, was not necessarily the worst thing found in the samples, and the
samples were frotn a very limited number of vessel �3! taken during the end of the navigation season
 November and December 199S! when the coldness of the Atlantic and the Great Lakes would tend to
inhibit bacteria. The other bacteria found included V. algirtolitictts, V. fluvialis, A. hydrophila,
Psettdemortas sp., Providertcia rengeri, Ps. aeruginosa, and E. coli 0111. The main purpose of the
sampling was in fact to attempt to measure the overall level of effectiveness of the current ballast water
regime in defending against other taxonomic groups, particularly algae and invertebrates. They found a
whole range of those as well, including Copepoda, Cladocer  water fleas!, Polychae  worms!, Nematoda
 wottns!, Mollusca  mussels!, Rotifera, Oligocha  worms!, Bivalia  mussels!, and Diptero  flies!.
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Figure 1, Ballast Tank Cross Sections  typical designs!

Figure 1. Balhst Tank Cross Sections  typica! designs!
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Ballast Water. The Known Threat

Until recently, serious interest in the problem of ballast water and exotic organisms was
largely limiteci to Canada, the United States, and Australia.  Australia is in a sense the salt water
analogue to the Great Lakes region, because the relatively isolated coastal salt waters of Australia
have a unique ecosystem which has been severely affected by invasions,! However, the rest of
the world is now beginning to realize that infections by ballast water are a more generai problem.
The United States Congress has now enacted legislation which would apply the current GreatLakes regime to all ports of the United States, ' and there are limited tneasures for control being
insbtuted in New Zealand, Israel, Chile, the United Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, and Japan.

increasing world interest is generating a wide variety of proposals for preventativemeasures," However, these are mostly tentative and almost entirely lacking in any experimental
verNcation at this time. More importantly, very little work has been done to compare the relative
costs of implementing these proposals. The report of the US National Research Council Marine
Board, one of the most recent general scoping studies, concludes that "there are no off-the-shelftechnologies specifically designed for treating ballast water that are suitable for use on board ship
without some redesign and modNcation.' On the whole, there is very little real research being
done on prevention. A recent survey of research on exotics conducted by the Great Lakes ANS
Panel, which requested informabon on projects being conducted throughout the nation, "indicated
thai 51 percent of all projects receivetl examined the ecosystem effects of species already
present, while only 5 percent of the total expenditure was on preventiort of introductions." We
have created a whole industry for the study of the zebra mussel. That work is well worth doing,
and is of great value to those in the rest of the nation who tnush learn to live with the zebra
mussel as it advances south and west of the Great Lakes. But where are the scientific and
technical conferences, and the funded research projects, on the prevention of new introductions?
ln the recently published report of the Sixth Annual Conference on Zebra Mussels and OtherAquatic Nuisance Species, only one of the 43 papers directly addressed the subject of preventing
new invasions, Even worse, that one paper was mine, I am a government program manager
and a political scientist. Where are the papers on prevention from tnarine biologists and marine
engineers?

There are interesting and important things to be done on the basic science of exotic
invasions, What exotics are likely to be the next invaders? What ls the effectiveness of the

The National Invasive Species Act of 1996, Public Law 104-332 �6 October 1996!, which amended the
Nomndigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990, Public Law 101-646  November
29, 1990!, codified at 16 United States Code 4701 et seq.2dSee the review of international control measures in Daniel Gauthier and Deborah A, Steel, rf Synopsis of
the Situation Regarding the lntroduct'ron of Noni ndigenous Species by Ship- Transported Ballast 5'ater tn
Canada and Selected Countries  Canadian manuscript report of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences 2380,
1996!.

S« the detailed review In my background paper for this conference, "An Update and General Survey of
Proposals, Studies, and Research on Means to Prevent Infection by Exotic Organisms in Ballast Water"
� Iune 1997!, which incorporates all the "gray literature" that I have been able to get my hands on to
date.

anne Boat'd Cotmnittee on Ships' Ballast Operations, Stemming the Tide: Controlling introductions of
«nindigenous Species by Ships' Ballast If'ater  National Academy Press: Washington, DC, 1996!, p, 86.n
Great Lakes Commission ANS panel, "Policy Position of the Great Lakes Panel on Aquatic Nuisance
Species: Research Guidance for the prevention and Control of Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Species
m the Great Lakes"  adopted by the Great Lakes Panel 4 December 1996!, p. 2.32
"ink M D'Itri, ed., Zebra brussels and Aquatic A'uisance Species  Ann Arbor Press: Chelsea, Mich,,
1997!.



current Great Lakes regime? What is the likely cost in terms of health and ecosystem diversity as
well as direct economic costs in damage to fisheries, tourism, water supplies, and industry? Even
more importantly, however, we need to address a more practical, immediate question. What are
the costs of possible control measures which could be imposed on marine industry in the near
terin in order to raise the level of protection before the next invasion? To put it bluntly, we know
that we can filter them out, boil them, kill thetn with biocides, or flush them out much more
efficiently and safely on the open ocean. We know that any of those things can be done. What
we do not know is how inuch it would cost to retrofit any of those measures into existing vessels
or build them into new vessels under construction. Until we know that � until we see some
serious design work and cost estimates � we will not be able to take the essential, immediately
necessary measures to improve the existing Great l akes regime and create a workable regime
for the larger vessels throughout all of the United States and Canada. The simple fact of the
matter  which is something that l can tell you definitively as a govemrnent program manager and
political scientist! is that it will continue to be politically impossible for us to tnake any significant
improvement in the level of protection for the Great Lakes or the other aquatic ecosystems of
North America until either �! someone presents us with usable cost comparisons of the piausible
control options, or �! another ecological disaster on the level of the 'lamprey eel or the zebra
mussel causes economic dislocation to a significant region of the United States. Please put down
your money and make your choices.

At this time, the only method of ballast water management in general use  other than simply
retaining the water, which is just as economically painful for a vessel operator as it is for you three
hours into a conference without a break to discharge your rnoming coffee! is open ocean
exchange. However, there are significant hmitations on the effectiveness and the safety of
exchange in ballast tanks as currently designed on most vessels. Figure 1 here provides a crude
illustration of the basic problem Ballast tanks were never designed for being flushed out in the
open ocean. Most bagast tanks function like hydras � they suck in the water and excrete it
thl ough the same end. Typicaliy, the end of the one-way pipe sits several inches off the bottom of
the tank. Most ballast tanks are lined with iongitudinal pieces of steel essential to providing
structural support to the hull, creating a whole series of surfaces ideal for trapping sediment and

" Contrary to what is often assumed, the main idea is not to sah up the tanks to kill or inhibit the
reproduction of fresh water organisms iu the ballast. Salting might be a useful attack against soine
organisms. But that is not an effect that we can rely upon, and is at best a secondary purpose of the
exchange requirement. Some organisms can live in a dormant form while exposed to salt water and
become active again when exposed to fresh water. "A surprisingly diverse group of [freshwater] taxa,
representing protozoans and t l animal phyla, possess resting stages which may be capable of surviving
extended saltwater immersion  although expenmental data for most of these taxa are lacking!." James T.
Carlton, Donald M. Reid, and Henry van Leeuwen, The Role of Shipping in the Introduction of
iVonindigenous Aquatic Organisms to the Coastal footers of rhe United Stares  other than the Great
Lakes! and an Analysis of Control Options  National Sea Grant College Program/Connecticut Sea Grant
Project FJES-6, April 1995!, p. 39. Moreover, the sediments in the ballast tanks give all of the organisms
a place in which to shelter froin the salinity. A. Locke, D.M. Reid, W.G. Sprules, J. T, Castton, and H.C.
van Leeuwen, Effectiveness of Slid-Ocean Exchange in Controlling Freshwater and Coastal
Zooplankton in Ballast Water  Canadian technical report of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences l &22, i 991!,
p. 39. The main purpose of' the exchange requirement is to dump the lteshwater or coastal saltwater
organisms out of the tank and trade them for organistns from the very different ecology of the open oceari
 highly oligotrophic, high in salinity and ultravioiet light!. Although there can be a good number of
organisms in the open ocean, we have been advised that "the probabilities of reciprocal introducnons are
virtually non-existent." Carlton, Reid, and van Leeuwen, l 995, p. 153. So what we are doing is contrary
ballasting," between two distinct ecological zones, using the fact that we have that distinct zone in ihe
open ocean as a nagual banier to invasion. lf it were not a natural barrier, then the aquatic orgamsms
would have already migrated across it, we would have already had natural contamination in the 1 80
million years since the continents drifted apart, and we would not have a problem to talk about here-
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biota.~ The larger the vessel, the more likely that emptying and refilling the tank while at sea will
create dangerous stress on the hull. That does not seem to be a significant problem for vessels
smail enough to fit through the Seaway into the Great Lakes,' However, it is the major difficulty to
be overcome in trying to generalize the Great Lakes regime to other areas of North America and
the world.

The two logical alternatives are to either alter the current designs of the tanks and piping
systems to allow more effective and safe exchange or to treat the water in some fashion, whether
ashore, in a specialized vessel, or on the ballasting ship. Most of the attention has focused on
some form of treatment aboard the ballasting ship. The many conceivable technologies for
treatment aboard ship have in turn sornetirnes been divided into two general categories, "physical
measures" such as filtration, ultraviolet sterilization, heat, and acoustics on one hand, and
~ 'chemical measures" or biocides such as chlorine, hydrogen peroxide, sodium metabisulphite,
copper and silver ions, ozone, glutaraldehyde-based chemicals or other nonoxidizing biocides,
and tank coatings on the other hand, A fairly strong weight of opinion and analysis reported in a
number of scoping studies of treatment technologies conducted in Canada, Australia, the United
States, and the United Kingdom tends to favor the physical measures over the biocides. Filtering
and ultraviolet, each of which are most effective when used in combination with the other, seem to
be particularly strong favorites, and there is also a strong interest in heat. However, none of these
have yet been demonstrated to be both effective and economical in commercial application.
Moreover, they are generally viewed as possibilities for new construction only � not as viable
technologies for retrofitting on existing vessels. Although filtering is being actively pursued as a
treatment technology, we are now revisiting biocides, and it is also time for us to take a look at the
possibilities for the redesign of ballast tanks in order to make the current reliance on exchange
more effective and safe � an approach which has never been fully examined, but which has the
highest potential for doing some real good in the near term,

3. Ship Sewage and Graywater: The Unknown Threats

Now that it is more widely understood that the threat from ballast water includes exotic and
pathogenic microbes, it is time to go beyoncl ballast water and consider what might be in the
sewage and the graywater also discharged from foreign vessels entering the Great Lakes and
other waters of North America. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate what we are talking about.

All vessels in the Great Lakes are required by United States and Canadian law to either
treat their ship-generated sewage in a "marine sanitation device"  MSD! or retain it in a holding

A. Locke, D.M. Reid, W.G. Sprules, J.T. Carlton, and H.C, van Leeuwen, Effectiveness ojMid-Ocean
Exchange in Conrrol1ing Freshwarer and Coastal Zooplankton in Ballast 5'aier  Canadian technical
report of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences 1822, 1991!, p. 39.
See John B, Woodward, MichaeI G, Parsons, and Armin W. Troesch, "Ship Operational and Safety
Aspects of Ballast Water Exchange at Sea," Marine Technology, vol. 3 1 �no. 4, pp. 315-326  October
>994! and Melville Shipping, Ballast If'arer Exchange Study: Phase 1,  Melville Shipping Ltd., Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada, Transport Canada Contract no. T8080-4-6801, March 1995!, which I discuss and
coinpare in M. Eric Reeves, "Techniques for the protection of the Great Lakes frosn Infection by Exotic
Organisms in Bal]ast Water," in Frank M. D'Itri, ed., Zebra brussels and rfqaaric nuisance Species,
Pp 283-299  Ann Arbor Press: Chelsea, Mich., 1997! and Kathenne Weathers and Eric Reeves, "The
Defense of the Great Lakes Against the Invasion of Nonindigenous Species in Ballast Water," Marine
Technology  April 1996!, vol. 33, no. 2, pp. 92-100.
See my background paper for this conference, "An Update and General Survey of Proposals, Studies, and
Research on Means to Prevent Infection by Exotic Organisms in Ballast W'ater" � June 1997!.
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tank to be discharged elsewhere  either ashore to a treatment faciiity, or three miles out to sea, offthe seacoast!.37 Treatment in a typicai MSD consists of two stages, biological breakdown in asettling tank, followed by either chlorination or ultraviolet treatment. Canadian lakers tend to usethe ultraviolet treatment system. United States lakers tend to use the chlorination system, andsome of them are also adding a third stage of dechlorination before discharge The foreign third-party vessels coming into the lakes from across the ocean use all types, including holding tanksas well as the two basic treatment systems, Treatment does not mean complete sterilization.The minimum standards are set by the United States regulations, because the Canadianregulations do not apply to any vessel in compliance with the United States regulations. Themost restrictive United States standard, for a "type ll MSD," allows "an effluent having a fecalcoliform bacteria count not greater than 200 per 100 milliliters and suspended solids not greaterthan 150 rnilligrams per liter." We know almost nothing about what exotic strains of E, coli orother bacteria and viruses may be present in that effluent, possibly resistant to the chlorine orultraviolet treatment, or attached to that 150 rnilligrams of suspended solids per liter, We do knowthat pathogenic V, choferae 01, has been found in both the ballast water and sewage of shipsentering United States ports on the Gulf of Mexico. The report of that one small sampiing from19 cargo vessels does not say whether the cholera was found in the sewage before or aftertreatment by an MSD. However, the report does point out more generally that "Fecal coliforrnswere found in two of the eight samples from which V. cholerae was isolated. This resultsuggests that in these types of samples fecal coiiforms are not a reliable indicator of V.cholerae. ' In other words  if this nonbiologist is interpreting the implications correctly! our MSDstandards on E; coll really tell us very little about how much protection the MSDs provide against
exotic and pathogenic microbes.

We know even less about the "graywater." This is the less than precise term for dirty watergenerated aboard ship by laundries, dishwashers, showers, washing decks, and other generaldischarge from sinks and drains. As il'lustrated very crudely and schematically in figure 3 here,graywater may be disposed of in any of three different ways,42 It may be placed in a holding tank,together or separate from a sewage holding tank, for discharge ashore or out to sea. It may betreated with sewage in an MSD, Or it may be discharged directly overboard, into the Great Lakes.A quick survey which the US Coast Guard just conducted on 13 incoming foreign vessels lastmonth indicates that each of the three variations is used on about one third of the vessels.43There are as yet no regulatory controls on shipborne graywater. But there is as yet no science totell us whether or not we should be imposing some controls on graywater. What we do not look
for, we are not likely to find, and we are certainiy not likely to act on.
' Canadian rules on ship sewage are in the Canada Shipping Act, sections 656-7, and Canada Shipping ActRegulations 26, "The Great Lakes Sewage Pollution Prevention Regulations," Consolidated Regulations
of Canada SOR/93-207 �993!. United States rules are in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
section 312, 33 United States Code section 1322, and Coast Guard regulations at 33 Code of Federal
Regulations part 159, "Marine Sanitation Devices."" The  Canadian! Great Lakes Sewage Pollution Prevention Regulations, section 4 b, I!,

" 33 Code of  United States! Federal Reguhtions section 159.3 r!.Susan A. McCarthy and Farukh M, Kharnbaty, "International Dissetnination of Epidemic Vibrio choleraeby Cargo Ship Ballast Water and Other Nonpotable Waters," Applied arid EnvironmerIralitficrobiology
 July 1994!, vol. 60, no. 7, pp. 2597-2601.

" Ibid, p. 2598.
in See Melville Shipping Inc. and LGL I irttited, Assessment of Polludon of the Great Lakes from VesselSources iri Comparison ro Other Sources, Contract TI878-5-0147 t'or the Canadian Coast Guard. StupSafety, now Transport Canada Marine Safety  Ottawa, Ontario, March 1995!, pp. 36-7- The vanety «
different systems for handling grapvater was also confirmed in a sampling of 13 inbound foreign vessels
conducted by US Coast Guard Marine Safety Office BufMo in May of 1997.' The exact breakdown, on this stnaII and unscientific sample, wM as follows: 31/o of the vessels putgraywater into a holding tank. 38'%%d mixed it with sewage treated in an MSD. 31 ' discharged it dtrectiy
overboard
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Figure 2, Basic Schematic of a Marine Sanitation De<ce  M~~!

~~~44WWeepk~~e S """
>ype 1 or H Treatmettt System

Sewage In DISINFECTANT STAGEAEROBIC STAGE

"Not included on all chlorination systems



Figure 3. Discharges from Vesseis

Figure 3. Discbarges fromm Vessels
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A Quick Look into issues Relating to Discharges of wastewater,
Grey Water, and ballast Water from Big Vessels and Small Boats

into the Indiana Waters of Lake Michigan

Steve Lucas
Natural Resource Commission

Division of Hearings

"g for sources of bacterial contamination along Indiana's Lake Michigan beaches th
interagency Task Force on E. coli looked to what was, for many participants, a new direction:
Lake Michigan itself. While terrestrial activities are generally thought to provide the primary
sources for contamination, the role of lake or "marine" sources is an unknown quantity, The
potential for contamination from activities in the lake  and these activities relate primarily to
boating! is not well-understood. Even the legal structure governing discharges from vessels,
which is straight-forward on Indiana's inland waters, is arcane on the state's portion of Lake
Michigan.

In seeking to identify sources of bacterial contamination, the Task Force has reflected that
"maiine sources of bacterial contamination present a number of complexities, both in terms of
legal controls and in terms of the contribution of marine sources to water pollution and beach
ciosings," Contarninaten sources originate primarily from the four principal types of water
found onboard vessels. "Waste water" which may be taken onboard for sanitary systems or as
ballast. "Potable water" which may be used for drinking, showers, cooking, and galley washing,
and which may be discharged back into the lake as "grey water." Cooling water and boiler make-
up water, sometimes coliectively referred to as "engine room water." Rainwater, spray from
waves on deck, and bilge water and which are soinetimes collectively referred to as "incidental
water,"

The discharge of untreated sewage from any vessel in Lake Michigan or a navigable tributary is
generally prohibited both by federal and state law. Acting under 33 USC 1322 b!, the U.S. Coast
Guard has adopted regulations to "prevent the discharge of untreated or inadequately treated
sewage" from vessels, except vessels not equipped with toilet facilities. As provided by Indiana
statute sewage collected in a vessel's holding tank may not be disposed except through an
approved disposal faciIity.

Legal requirements contrast on Indiana's inland waters relative to its portion of Lake Michigan.
On the state's inland nvers, streamS, and lakeS, any diSCharge Of Sanitary Waate from a veSSerS
toilet facilities is made unlawful by IC 14-1S-2-7. On Lake Michigan and the other Great Lakes,
where large interstate and international commercial vessels play an important role, discharges are
governed by Coast Guard regulations. For the indiana waters of Lake Michigan, an operator of a
vessel with iristslled toilets must have an operable Type I, Type ll, or Type ill marine sanitation
device  'MSD"!. Type ill MSDs are holding tanks, common to many smaller vessels and used in
inland waters as vveii as» Lake Michigan. On the other hand, Type I and Type II MSDs both
allow for discharges, albeit under differing environmental standards. Only upon successful
petition to the EF'A may a state completely prohibit discharges from vessels operating in the
Indiana waters of Lake Michigan

For the untreated wastewater contained in the holding tanks of Type ill MSDs, discharge must be
to an approved disposai facility- The policy supported by this requirement is also encouraged by
other governmental programs. The indiana Department of Environmental Management
participates in the 'Cl~~n Vessel Act and funds the construction of new, and the rehabilitation of
existing, pumpout stations through its Clean Vessel pumpout program By rule, the indiana



Natural Resources Commission requires any marina, located on Lake Michigan or its navigable
tributaries and servicing more than five boats, to provide a pumpout station.

Of course, enforcement of the prohibition on wastewater discharges from holding tanks is not
easily accomplished. For example, the Division of Law Enforcement for the Department of
Natural Resources regularly inspects toilet facilities on charter boats but typically does not
inspect a recreational vessel unless a complaint is received. Enforcement without education may
be unfair as well as ineffective. Should there be a renewed emphasis upon communicating to
recreational boaters their legal responsibilities for proper disposal of sewage, as well as upon the
potential consequences to themselves and their family members for unlawful lake dumping?

Enforcement with respect to Type I and Type II MSDs maintained on Lake Michigan's
commercial vessels is the province of the U.S, Coast Guard. Indiana could pursue an EPA
petition to prohibit their operation on indiana waters, as both Wisconsin and Michigan
successfully did in the 1970s, but enforcement would continue to be an issue. Other questions
are also raised: lf indiana  particularly acting in concert with Illinois! were to successfully ban
the operation of Type I and Type II MSDs, what would be the impact on the commercial shipping
industry? Is conversion by all ships to Type II I MSDs practical and safe'? Would the unfortunate
effect of a total ban on discharges into Lake Michigan be to encourage "midnight dumping,"
resulting in disregard for the protective standards now imposed on the operation of Type I and
Type II MSDs? Do the environmental standards which must cunently be met for discharges
already satisfy iegitimate concerns for public health, at least for Type II MSDs with their more
sophisticated operation processes and criteria? Should the emphasis in indiana, and in the other
Lake Michigan states, be on a prohibition against near-shore discharges?

These questions do not even touch upon other potential sources for bacterial contamination
corning from other vessel waters. For example, can grey water or ballast water present
significant threats to public health? Can Indiana draw upon research from other jurisdictions to
answer these questions, or should new research initiatives be directed to Indiana's portion of
Lake Michigan? For now, there are more questions than answers.

1. Potential bacterial contamination sources which originate within Lake Michigan and its
navigable tributaries are considered by the Interagency Task Force on E.cali through its
'lUIanne and Other Sources Committee.' In this context, "marine is given the broader
definition relating it to all "navigable waters," as opposed to the narrower usage synonymous
with oceanic." Illustrative of the broader definition is the concept of "marine camer which
applies to vessels operating on the Great Lakes and other navigable waters, as well as the
oceans and seas, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, 6th ed. �990!, 967.

2. The Healthy Beaches Initiative, A Scrapbook of Activities by the interagency Task Force on
E,coii  August 7, 1997!, 20.

3. IC 14-15-2-7.
4. Correspondence to Stephen Lucas from Frank Jennings, Recreational Boating Specialist,

U,S. Coast Guard, Ninth Coast Guard District  October 15, 1996!, 40 CFR 140,
5. As provided in 312 IAC 6-4-3, a person cannot lawfully operate a marina on Lake Michigan or

another navigable waterway "unless the person secures and maintains one �! of the
following: �! A license under 321 IAC 3-2 for the construction and operation of a wastewater
treatment facility or sanitary sewer. �! A license under 410 IAC 6-10 for the construction of a
commercial on-site wastewater disposal facility. �! An alternative written approval for
wastewater disposal from an authorized governmental agency.'



Tracking Sotjrces of Escherichia coli in Water

W. T, E. Ting, M. Salute, and C. C. Tseng'
~p' BIological Sciences, Purdue University Calumet, Hammond, IN* and, Amersham

Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ

The mW y of water in Lake Michigan is important both to tourism for and regional residents who
use the lake as the source of dnnking water. In recent years, high fecal coliforms and Eschenchra
cali counts are often detected in beaches, the lake water, and streams that flow into the lake. E.
cali is a gram negative, facultative anaerobic rod which is commonly found in the intestinal tracts
of humans and ainimal. Since E. coll is an obligate intestinal parasite, it can not live freely in
nature, The presence of E, coliin water indicates recent fecal contamination and possible
presence of other enteric pathogens which may post serious health risk to humans, Currently, E.
calais the most commonly used fecal indicator for monitoring water polution  APHA 1989!. The
beaches in Northwest Indiana are closed when the E, cali counts of the water exceed 235
C FU/1 00ml.

E. cali found in water may come from point sources  e.g. domestic sewage! or non-point sources
 e.g. land runoff, septic tank seepage!. To understand and control the pollution problem and to
analyze the risk of transmission of bacterial diseases to humans, it is necessary to identify both
point and nonpolnt sources of the contaminant. The water quality of Lake Michigan, the major
resource of Norwthwest Indiana, has long been a serious concern. The inability to identify the
source of waterborne E. coliis one of the major obstacles for improving the water quality.

At present, there is no easy and reliable method to differentiate E. cali from various sources. This
paper briefly reviews some of the approaches, including our own initiative, that have been
proposed for tracking the sources of E. cali.

A. Multiple Antibiotic Resistance  LIAR!

Patterns of antibiotic resistance of E, cali have been used to differentiate between human and
animal sources of fecal contamination in natural water. This approach is to study the resistance
of E. co/i isolates to multiple antibiotics. The success of this method is based on the following
assumptions. �! E. cali strains from human are likely to be resistant to antibiotics used for dinical
treatments; �! E. coli strains isola'ted form farm animals are likely to be resistant to antibiotics
added to animal feeds; and �! E. cali from wild Ne shows little resistance to antibiotics.

Kaspar ef al. �990! tested 202 E. ca/iisolates from urban and rural water with 11 antibiotics.
They found more antibiotic resistant E. coli from urban than from rural water samples. Parveen el
al. �997! studied multiple antibiobc resistance prof~les of 765 E. coli isolates from point and
nonpoint sources collected from Apalachicola National Estuarine Research Reserve, They
reported that E. co/i from point sources displayed higher resistance, higher MAR indices  ¹ of
antibiobcs to which the isolate shows resistance l ¹ of antibiotics tested!, and more diverse MAR
profiles than those from nonpoint sources,

Although the E. co/i isolates from different sources showed some differences in their antibiotic
resistance patterns, there are some major drawbacks of MAR studies, For examples, no specific
MAR profile can be associated with either point source or nonpoint source only  Parveen ef al.
1997!, Furthermore, antibiotic resistance is not a stable character of a bacterium. It may change
after a plasmid transfer among enteric bacteria in intestines or in sewage systems  parveen ef al,
1997, Trevorset ef al. 1987!. It may change over time, and it may be different in different
geographic areas  W ggins 1996!.
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B. Detection of Sth Gene
The Sth gene of E. coli encodes the heat stable toxin. According to Oshireo and Olson �996!,this gene is found almost exclusively in human E cali isolates. Therefore, it is possible to use thegene as a marker for E. coli of human origin. Of the 110 fecal samples from animals tested, nonewas found positive for the gene, The report also revealed that sewage samples greater than 1 I
sample size yielded positives results.
Although the Sth gene is exclusively found in human E. coli isolates, not all human isolates carrythis particular gene, It is not possible to determine whether an sth gene negative E. coii isolate is
from human or animal sources.

C. Subspecies Typing
Most bacterial species can be further classified into different strains, Traditionally, bacteria aretyped with phenotyping methods such as biotyping,serotyping, and phage typing. Biotyping is todifferentiate bacteria according to the differences in their biochemical reactions. Serotyping is totype bacteria based on differences in surface antigenic structures, such as 0, H, and K antigens.Phagetyping is to characterize bacteria based on susceptibility to infection by various phages.There are several problems of using these methods to type E. coll, For instance, biotyping haslow discriminating power, Serotyping requires a complete set of antisera against all the serotypesand phagetyping needs a complete collection of coliphages. Antisera are diNcult and expensiveto prepare. Neither the antisera nor the phage collection are commercially available,
In recent years, genomic typing has been used for more accurate identification of bacterial strainsand for discriminating bacterial subtypes which can not be differentiated by traditional phenotypingmethods. Genornic typing differentiates bacterial strains based ori DNA polymorphism which maybe due to deletions, insertions, rearrangements or point mutations. DNA typing is highlydiscriminative and has been used for various epidemiology studies  Bingen et al. 1994!. It has agreat potentiai for investigating the source of bacterial contamlnairts in environmental studies. Thesuccess of using a genornic typing method to identify the source of E. coll is based upon thefollowing assumptions: �! different strains of E. coli are associated with different animal hosts; �!different strains of E. coli can be separated from each other by their unique DNA fingerprints; and�! the origin of an unknown E'. cali from a water sample can be identified by comparing its DNA
fingerprints with a comprehensive E coli DNA fingerprint database.
Several popular methods have been used to generate bacterial DNA fingerprints, They areribotyping, restriction fragment length polymorphism  RFLP!, pulsed4e d gel electrophoresis
 PFGE!, and random amplified polymorphic DNA fingerprinting  RAPD!.
a. Ribotyplng

Ribotyping is to determine rRNA gene restriction fragment polymorphisms, The DNA of thebacterium is isolated and then digested by different restriction enzymes into fragments. Thefragments generated by each restriction enzyme are first separated on a gel by electrophoresis
and then transferred to a positive charged nylon membrane. The DNA fragments on themembrane are hybridized with labeled cDNA probes. The cDNA probes only bind to thefragments containing certain rRNA genes  such as 16s and 23s RNA genes! and yield distinct
bands  Bingen et al, 1994!.

This method has been used to study epidemiology of a number of pathogens, such as Salmoriella
eriterica, Eriterobacter cloacae, Streptococcus agalactiae, Staphylococcus aijreus, Yersiriiaeriterocolitica, Vibrio cholerae 01 and non-01, V. vulnifictjs  Biiigen et al, 1994, and Dalsgaard et
ar. 1995!.
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b. Restriction
~ F~grnent Length Polymorphism  RFLP!

striction fragrnen e�t length polymorphism  RFLP! was initially developed for medical and forensic
t dozen years, this technique has been widely applied to genetic analysis andinvesti ation, In pas oz

identNcation o
f both prokaroyotes and eukaroyotes. The procedure for RFLP is similar to

~ but the technique depends on the knowledge of the intrinsic properties of DNA and theribotyping but the ec
selecting of prombes for Southern blot visualization. Banding patterns generated viith multilocus

id be very complex and difficul for comparison, Single locus patterns are simple but
informative  Reynold and Sensabaugh 99 !.1

c. Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophorests  PFGE!

This technique is to separate high molecular weight DNA fragments using pulsed field gel
electrpphoresis, Genomic DNA is embedded in agarose plugs and digested with restriction
enzymes that have rare restricfion sites. Slices containing the digested DNA are loaded into the
agarose gei wells, and the targe DNA fragments are separated by PFGE using an alternating field.

Herbein et al. �996! used PFGE to investigate non-point fecal coliform sources to tidal inlets on
the eastern shore of the Chesapeak Bay. In their study, DNA fingerprints of E. coti from raccoons
� patterns!, goose �4 patterns! and otter � patterns! were compared and found to be
significantly dNerent from each other. However, the DNA fingerprints from muskrat � patterns!,
humans � patterns! and water �0 samples! were not significantly distinguishable from those of
raccoons.

d. Random amplified polymorphic DNA fingerprinting  RAPD!.

This method utilizes simple short �0-rner! arbitrary primers and relatively low annealing
temperatures to randomly amplify distinct sequences between two fortuitous primer binding sites
on the isolated DNA by polyrnerase chain reaction  PCR!. The ampliified DNA fragments are
separated into bands on a gel by electrophoresis. The major advantages of RAPD over other
molecular techniques are simplicity, sensitivity, and reiiabifity. Information of DNA sequence is not
needed, Unlimited numbers of arbitrary primers can be used to generated different sets of DNA
fingerprints from a single sample, This technique has been used to study genetic diversity of E.
coli strains previously considered to be homogeneous  Brikun et at. 1994 and Pacheco et al,
1997!, lt has also been successfully used for epideiniological investigation of many pathogens,
including Enferobacter aerogenes  Darvin-Regli ef al. 1996!, Nocardia asferoides  Louie ef al.
1997!, and L.egionelia pneumophila  Whitney et al, 1997!.

To explore the feasibility of using RAPO for identifying and tracing E. co/i sources, we have
conducted a preliminary study on 40 isolates from human, several animal species and ground
water samples from a Lake Michigan beach. Total DNA from each isolate was purified, and
RAPD analysis was carried out using RAPD Analysis Beads  READY-To-Go", Pharmaoa!.
Eight arbitrary 10-mer primers were evaluated for their ability to generate distinct genomic profiles
«om different sources. Primers which yielded few bands  less than 4! were less informative due
to the lack of polymorphic fragments, while those which produced many  greater than 15! bands
we« less desirable for our purposes  Tseng ef al. 1997!. Most suitable primers were those which
gen«ated at ut 4 to 12 bands- th~ p yjded suffic nt informafiion for meaningfu~ analysis.
Among the 8 primers tested, priiner 2, 1283, and 1247 generated very distinct bands  Fig.1!.

y~ e d osen for our study, To faaiitate the comparison of DNA profiles, a RFLP and
g«pn«ing sofhhrare system was used for duster analysis  Bio-Red, Hercules, CA!,

To test our ho es our hyposthes, we compared the DNA profiles of three E. cofi isoiates from beach ground
" se «om human and nonhuman sources. The RAPD pattern of ground water isolate

"ery similar to that from seagull isolate SG001  Fig. 2!. It appeared that seaguil was
" ces of E, coli in beach ground water.
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Our study showed that RAPD is a useful and effective technique to generate multiple sets of E.coli DNA fingerprints and differentiate E. co!i strains. An extensive database is needed to identify
the environmental isolates, In conclusion, RAPD is a promising new approach to trace the source
of E. coii in natural water.
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Figure 1 . RAPD fingerprints of 6 human F, cob isolates with 8 different primers.
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Figure 2. RAPD fingerprints of K. coli isolates from humans  HM!, groaad water saxnples  GW!,
chicken  CK!, seagull  SG! and turkeys  TK! with primer I283.
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INDIANA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RESIDENTIAL SEWAGE DISPOSAL
PROGRAM

Alan M. Dunn, R.E.M.S., Supervisor
Indiana State of Department of Health

On-site sewage disposal  septic! systems are commonly used for the disposal of domestic
wastewater from individual residences and small businesses. On-site sewage disposal systems
are those which do not result in an off-Iot discharge of effluent. On-site sewage disposal systeins
in Indiana are not just for rural families. A majority of the existing systems are in suburban areas
 such as subdivisions and the fringes of urban areas!, and lake areas, The typical on-site sewage
disposal system is composed of a septic tank and an absorption field for disposal of the
wastewater by soil absorption. The primary goals of proper on-site sewage disposal are to protect
public health and prevent deterioration of environmental quality. Failing systems are those in
which the system is installed. In areas such as the Lake Michigan dunes, rapidly permeable soil
conditions significantly increase the potential for contamination of our water resources by
wastewater from on-site sewage disposal systems. These soil conditions, combined with a
significant number of old systems utilizing antiquated technologies, means that we must have an
increased awareness of the potential for problems in these areas. Homeowner education, proper
system operation and maintenance, and performance monitoring are all essential to the continued
usa of on-site sewage disposai systems while protecting our water resources.
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CHEMISTRY AND MOVEMENT OF SEPTIC-TANK
ABSORPTION-FIELD EFFLUENT IN THE DUNKS AREA, LAKE
AND PORTER COUNTIES, INDIANA

By GREG A. OLYPHANT AND DENVER HARPER
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Summary
Chemical analyses of water satnpled from
domestic water wells of 70 residences in the

town of Beverly Shores, Indiana, indicate that
the onIy evidence of containination at depth in
the water-table aquifer is elevated
concentrations of chloride and nitrate+nitrite at

a few locations, More detailed investigations of
soil and groundwater chemistry in the
immediate vicinity of septic-tank absorption
fields indicated that the unsaturated zone and

shallow part of the water-table aquifer are being
locally degraded by septic effluent. Evidence of
contamination includes elevated concentrations

of chloride  	,000 ing/L!, nitrate+nitrite  �0
mg/L!, and periodic occurrences of fecal
coliforins  >20 CFU/100 inL!. Bacteria have
never been detected in the water wells of the

residences, however, and the concentrations of
chloride and nitrate+nitrite in samples from the
domestic wells are much lower than those in the
sha]low water table, Continuous measurements
of physical and chemical parameters, including
measurements made in conjunction with an
injection test, clearly demonstrate that septic
effluent periodically enters the water table, as a
result of rainfall infiltration and gravity
drainage. The findings of this study indicate
thai, while no widespread contaminant pl.umes
currently exist within the water-table aquifer of
the area, degradation of water quality is
occurring, and the degradation is greatest in
low-lying areas on the edge of the Great Marsh,
where the water table lies very close to the
ground surface.

Introduction
As a continuation of our initial investigations of
hydrologic and aqueous cheinical conditions in
the vicinity of septic-tank absorption fields in
Beverly Shores, Indiana  Section 319 Grant No.

9995008-02-0!, we undertook the present
project in cooperation with personnel of the
Division of Sanitary Engineering, Indiana State
Department of Health  ISDH!. The two
principal objectives of the project were:  I! to
conduct large-scale reconnaissance
investigations, involving sampling of domestic
water wells throughout the city, and �! to
increase the nuinber of sites at which intensive

inonitoring is being conducted from two to four
residences. As part of the intensive studies, we
also initiated continuous monitoring of field-
chernical parameters at two of the sites.

The reconnaissance studies were

intended to evaluate cheinical conditions of the

water-table aquifer, which was considered to be
vulnerable to contamination by septic effluent
from the many dry wells in the area. In
particular, the ISDH had concerns about the
possible existence of wide-spread contanunant
plumes in the portion of the water-table aquifer
containing domestic wells. The program of
intensive monitormg was aiined at quantifying
the transient effects of rainfall infiltration and
evaporation on soil-water and shallow water-
table chemistry in the immediate vicinity of
septic-tank absorption fields.

Reconnaissance Investigations
Most of the residences in Beverly Shores are
constructed on dune sands that overlie lacustrine
sands and gravels; many of the residences obtain
their doinestic water 1rom wells installed in the
latter units. The sands and gravels rest upon
glacia] tills and lacustrine silts and clays  Fig.
l!. The homeowners of Beverly Shores were

A drywell is a concrete tank, perforated on the sides and
bottom, Spinover from a septic tank drains directly into the
shallowly buried drywall, trom which effluent seeps readily
into the surrotmding material.



Figure 1 gggogic cross section showing shallow strsugrsphy m the study area Reudennai waterwells of Beverly Shores are in the dune sod lacustrine sands that overhe impermeable tills sndlacustrine clays. Modified Sam a cross section by Todd A. Thompson, Indiana Geological Survey.
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solicited to participate by allowing access to
their domestic water weHs. All of the residences
in Beverly Shores are identified in Figure 2A,
snd those that were included in the study are
indicated.Separate Mmplings were conducted during a
period of low water-table  discharge season! and
a period of high water-table  recharge season!.
The first sampling was conducted bctwmn
October 23 and November 14, 1993, when the
water table was low, aud the second sampling
was conducted between March 26 and April 17,
1994, when the water table was high. Water-
filtration systems were bypassed in every
instance and field measurements of water
temperature, dissolved oxygen  DO!, pH, Eh,
and specific conductance  SpC! were made on
each sample before delivering them to the
laboratories of the ISDH in Indianapolis,
Ldmratory analyses included determination of
the concentrations of chloride, sulfate,
nitrate+nitrite, ammonium, and surfactants, as
weH as total bacteria counts and fecal coliforms.

Appendix 1 provides a complete
tabulation of all chemical and bacterial analyses
for both sampling periods, and Figure 3 shows
the fiequency distributions of the major ious.
The frequency distributions have a typical log-
~ shape, wherein most of the samples
contairsA very low concentrations of dissolved
solids but a few samples have relatively high

concentrations. Cross-plots of data collected
during the two sampling periods  Fig. 4! show
that, although there were some deviations at
individual sites, most of the data are clustered
around a line of 1:1 correspondence, which
indicates that there was no significant difference
in water-table chemistry bebvem the two
sNLsons.As shown in Figure 5, chloride has a
strong correlation with SpC  an indicator of
total dissolved solids! during both seasons
Indeed, chloride has the strongest correlation of
the ious measured aud is used in this report as
sn indicator of salinity.

.4o elevated levels of E, coli or total
bacteria were observed in the domestic weH
samples. Three sites had concentrations of
nitrate+nitrite that exceeded the U,S. EPA's
maximum contaminant level of 10 mg/l. The
site with the highest concentration of
nitrate+nitrite had a value of 19 ng/L in both
samplings, but each of the other two sites
exceeded the maximum level only during one
season. A total of thirteen samples had
concentrations of chloride that exceeded 250
rng/L, which is a secondary U.S. KPA driniong-
water standard. Five residences exceeded the
standard. on both samplings, As shown in Figure
6, the locations where chloride and
nitxate+ nitrite exceed BPA standards are
scattered across Beverly Shores, so that there is



Figure 2. Maps of Beverly Shores showing  A! locations of all residences and wbedm or rrot they were satnpled and
 B! identification rmruhers of houses where donmstic water weUs were sarnplerL
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Figure 7. Plots showing variation of chloride cceemrtranoos with depths of domestic weU-screen intervals.

no evidence of any wihmyread contsrtmaant
plume in the aquifer.

As shown in Figure 7, there appears to
be no correlation b~eea ~ chennniyy and
depth within the aquifer, The highest chloride
concentrations were observed at residences in
low-lying areas, where the vertical distance
betv~n septic outflow and the water table is
smallesL As a result of these observations, we
subsequmttly concentrated our intense studies
in such low-lying settings.
Intensive Revestigations
Monitoring wells and pressure-vacuum soil-
water samplers were installed «t two ncw sites
in October, 1993. The two new sites, referred to
as thc MiHer and Fulghum Sites, are identi6ed
in Figure 2B as Sites 4 and 34, respectively. The
instaUatioas at these two new sites were initially
sampled for water chemistry, along with the
installations at the original intensive sites
 referred to as the Jensen and Carstedt Sites,
idettti6ed on Figure 213 as Sites 23 aud 28!, in
February, 1994. Descriptive information on aH
of the intensive monitoring installations is
presented in Table 1.

The Jensen and Fulghum Sites are
located in low-lying areas when the water table
is within five meters of the land surf'~ so that
the potcnnal for mac effluent to etncr the
water table is high. At the Jensen Site, effluent

dueharges from two dvmells, whereas the
Fulghmn Site utilizes a tile-futger distribution
systeuL Sautpling at the Carstcdt Site, which is
situated on a high dune, was discontinued afar
February, 1995, because of tbe absence of any
septic impacts on the groundwater there.
Sampling at the Miller Site, which is located on
tbe fore dune ridge, was discontinued after
November, 1994, because the ~ table there
was so low that physical and chemical
monitoring could not be reliably conducted.

A total of 54 samples of saturated-zone water
aud 57 samples of unsantrato$-zone water werc
coHected during the seven quarterly samplings
that we conducted at intervals of every three
months throughout the study, Most of the data
are &am the Jensen and Fulghum Sites. AH of
the quarterly water satnples were submitted to
the laboratories of the ISDH in indianapolis for
chemical analysis. The laboratory analyses
included detertuinations of SpC, pH,
allralinity, as well as concentrations of nitrogen
as anunonia, nitrogen as nitrite + nitrate, nitrate,
aluminum, barium, calcium, chloride, fluoride,
copper, iron. magnesium, manganese, nickel,
08al phosphorous, potassium, silica, sodium,
strtmtium, sulfate, sulfide, snd zinc Bacterial
analyses included determinations of E. coJi,
fecal colifoxms, and total bactcruL





A complete tahulauon of the dla coQectad
durmg 0» Grat six quarterly sampling peri~
is provided in Appendix 2, along with data
collected during our previous unmstigarion. A
general summary of the results is preemted m
Table 2. The higheu chloride conceslratitms
were ccatsitseutly found at the Jensen Site.
Conceasrations exc»ohng 1,000 mg/L occurred
in the unsaruran6 rsme, esl»ciaUy below the
dryweQs, and in the tnonitoring weQs
immssdiately below the drywells. The chloride
values were much lower  <100 mg/I ! at the
F+Ihntn and Miller Sites.

High cotasentrations of nitrtee+aitrlte
 ~10 mg/L! were observed m the wejls at the
Fulghurn Site an every sampling. At the Jensen
Site, tntrat~dtrite exceeded 10 mg/L on two

insnLllaticns that are situated Nfjacent m the
eastern kyweQ. Hmvnm, el~
conc!attrarions of nitrat~te were never
observed in the sauntered zone at the Jensen

Site.

High bacteria touttts were observed m
mmserous samples collected an November 20
and 21, 1994  Appendix 2!; in cottsuhmion with
perannnei of the ISDH, it was decided that these
resuhs are probably spurious becmtse such high
levels were never again observed at many of the
ites. Among the other s~ fecal bacteria
coutns greater than 10 CFU/100 mL were
detected on rwo occasions in samgkm coQected
m SIC. JV644, and FW2 and on ane
occasion in a sample from JWM3, Only ane of
these samples  &am JWM4! crceeded 100
CPU/100 mL.

On April 4, 1995, sedicnertt cores were
coUected frctn the Jensen and Fuiglnun Sites
usmg a vibracorer. About 2.4 meters of care
was obtained at the Jensen Site and 1.3 meters
of core was obtamed at the Fulginun Site. Bath
cores were collected immediately akjacent tn the
septi~bunon geees. The cores were cm
into 30 cm mtervals and delivered to the

Dea flea She Seessah aaaSpliaa yeriOSt have aat hem
msmesst horn ISD H. as of the pmjea's tmmhsmssas dmc.

Figure 8. Depth pro&as ofhaamia couraa in
sadm»nt csaes &rn Jensen «ad Ftdgharn Sites. The
cares were mhen adjacent to ~ sept~
ateorption 5elds.

Biological Lalxnmny at indiana Unisersity-
Northwest for blscterial analyses. The results of
the amslyses are shown grttphicaUy in Figure 8.
E. cori were detected in the uppcamoN 1 fbot
and at a depth of 7 feet at the Jensen site. At the
Fuighmn site, S. coli were dere»ted at a depth of
2 feet. All other samples mdituaed no E. coli
were preserrL Teal barris were abunahmt in
the cores frran bath sites. The total bsscreria
counts exhibit a classical pro6h, with the
highest counts at, or near, the strrf'ace, where the
greatest amount of biological a~j and
asntaminarion exists. The couttts graduaHy
de Aine in number with depth.
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The Jensen and Fulghum Sites were
instrumented for continuous monitoring of
hydrologic and fieldwhemical coaditions. The
deployment of pressure transducers  for water-
table monitoring! and chemical probes  for
monitoring of SpC, pH, temperature and DO! is
indicated in Table I. In addition, precipitation
was meastired with tipping-bucket rain gauges at
both sites. Both sites also coatained ueulron-
probe access tubes that allowed periodic
meuainments of soil-moisture profiles in the
uasaturated zone. A weighing lysimeter for
measuring mfiltration and evaporation was
deployed at the Jensen Site throughout the study
and a vertical array of soil-tension sensors was
deployed during part of the first year. All
together more than 19,000 hours of monitoring
data were recorded at the Jensen Site anal iaore
than 10,000 hours of monitorin data were
recorded at the Fulghum Site as part of this
study. A complete tabulation of these data are
y'ven as daily averages aad totals in Appendices
3A, 38, and 3C.

Figure 9 shows the variation of the
water table at the Jensen Site over a period of
monitoring that began ia June, 1993,and
continued into September, 1995. Data on daily
aet infiltration and evaporation for the same
period of monitoring are also presented in the
figure. The sutnmer and fall of 1993 were much
wetter than the same periods of 1994 and 1995.
The total range of water-table variation during
the study period was about oae meter. By the
end of the study in September, 1995, the water
table was again approaching the low level
observed in 1994  about 183,5 m above sea
level!. The highest water tables  about 184.4 m!
occurred in late spring of 1994 and again in
1995, Total evaporation for the warm season of
1994  April through October! was 23 cm as
determined from the weighing lysimeter, and for
the months of April through August of 1995 was
19 cm. Total infiltration for the same periods
was 34 cm aad 38 cm. In both cases the
infiltratioa totals are much larger than the
evaporation totals indicating the importance of
rainfall infiltration in the hydrology of' the area.

The data on youndwater pH and specific
conductance  SpC! are shown. along with
precipitation data for the same period, in Figure
10. Groundwater pH varies in a cyclical
manner, reaching a maximum of about 6.4 in
late winter and a aummum of about 5.8 during
iaidsummer. SpC exhibits a more itregular
pattern of rising and falling values, although
there is some tendency for SpC to be lower in
spring  high water table! than in summer. The
short-term variations correspond to rainy
periods, and, as discussed below, caa be
associated with infiltration of leachate from
septic systems into the shallow water table.

Soil-moisture profiles were measured
with a neutron probe approximately bi-weekly at
the Jensen and Fulghum Sites. A total of 34
moisture profiles were determined for the
Jensen Site and 25 moisture profiles were
determined for the Fulghum Site. ~ raw data
were used to determine the soil moisture
profiles is presented in Appendix 4 along with a
brief description of how moisturewontent values
were computetL Figure 11 shows the wettest
and driest soil-moisture profiles observed dazing
the period of monitoring at the Jensen Site. The
greatest difFerences occurred between two and
four meters below the surface, whereas the near-
surface portion of the profile was consistently
dry due to gravity drainage in the reworked dune
sands. Total moisture storage of the unsaturated
zone ranged &om a minimum of about 40 cm of
water  September, 1994! to a inaximum of more
than 70 cm of water  early April, 1995!  Figure
12!. The large range of variation ia soil-
moisture conditions is consistent with a inedium
having a large hydraulic conductivity and flow.

At the Jensen Site, we conducted an
injection test  using bromide and elevated SpC
as tracers! in June, 1995, to evaluate solute
transport in the immediate vicinity of the
dryweli, and a pump test to deterttuae saturated-
zoae conductivity was conducted in September,
1995.  n situ hydraulic conductivity of
unsaturated-zone sand was also determined
using a Guelph permeameter. The pump-test
data yielded an hydraulic conductivity of 1.5 x



Figvre 9. Tanparai variation of iaNnaaoa and maporstion �am weighiag l~~!, snd wat~e dcvatioa
 isatn pressure ttansducer! sr the Jensen Site doting thn ontits period of nmtntn~aurnbets iadlane net daily in5lttatian. and ncgarive munbets repreeat net daily mept|tatiotL
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Figure 10. Teurpond variation of groundwater pH and
SpC at Jecaen Site during 1994- 1995 water year.
Short~ fbxauaioua are a ~mme to aairrfall
hrStration end ~ drainage.

conductive  saturated conductivity of 1.4 x 10
crn/s!.

On June 9, 1995, 1,500 liters of water
containing a bromide concentration of 1,800
jngtL and a SpC of 800 rnS/cm were inj~ by
gravity drairrage, directly into a drywell az the
Jensen Site. Continuous momtoring of wager
levels and SpC were made in the foUowing
weRs: JMWZ, JMW3, JMV4, and JLW,
Samples of water were also collected frotn the
weRs and from tbe uns muated mne adjacent I
the dry well  from JLE5, JLE8, and JLE12! and
were submitted for detennirauion of bromide
craacenuation to the Geochemistry Lalaoragory
of the indiana Geological Survey. The water
samples were collected on the day of the
injection  June 9!, and on June 10, 12, and 16.
Btemide, which does not naturally occur in the
groundwater of the area was eventually detected
in aR of the soil-~ samples and all of the
weR samples except those from JLW. The
largest concentrations  exceeding 200 mg/L!
wctu observed in the shallow soil-water
samples, but a conemtration of 74 mg/L was
also observed in the sample frmn JMW4
 adjacent to the drywell! on June 16.

The effect of the injection was also
numifested in a risc of SpC at the jnonitoring
points. Figure 13 shows tbe results of
monitoring associated with tbe injection. An
intmediate rise of the water table was observed
at each well, and, as expected, a total rise was
yeatee m wells closest to thc drywell.
However, the response of SpC to the injection
was greasy delayed, even in the closest wells,
and no response was ever recorded at the lower
well  JLW!. The rise in SpC was observed first

JMW2, which is located itnrnediately
adjacent to the dryweU at its soudmm edge.
Howeet, the largest rise occurred in IMW4,
which is on the northwest edge of tbe ~~ell.
As noted in our previous report, the water table
slopes away from the dryvnll in both direcnons-

data indicate that the flow to the
northwest  toward the domestic weU! is
sontewhat greater than tbe flow ~ tbe
wetland on the southeast side of
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Pigure 11. WcneN and driest soil-moisture pro
measured at thc Jensen Site during 1995.

tbe site. Thc largest rises of SpC actua6y
occurred two ~ after the initial injection,
when 4.3 cm of rain%1 caused large quantities
of cciginai injection water to bc flushed from the
unsaturated zone iato thc water table. This
Gushing efhct was observed in ail three of thc
was surrounding the dryweQ.Another rairnaonn that ousted a week later
also produced rises of SpC in the monitoring
wats.

ConclusionsThe lacustrine and dune sands of the Beverly
Shores area are highly permeable, and in many
areas the water table lies vmy close to theground sUr&cc. BccaLLc of the general use of
dr~eHs by tbe residents of the comnumity,
personnel of the ISDH were conoid that
%llicspeak ccmtatnination of the waxer~le
aquifer was occtlxiag, At the same one, others
were suggcstmg that septic effluent fggnL
Beverly Shores was contributmg to btaNerial

V>tuse 12. Temp ~ ~trianonmoisture yro61ca ar the Jensen Site dmmg tbe eanre
period of monitotmg. Note higher values mof 1993, which crsrehncd with higher water~
elsvanons in Pig, 9.contamination of streams that drain into Lake
Michigan and causing periodic beach closures

Our investigations, which have mciuded
sampling of residential wells throughout the
community of Beverly ~ as weU as
lEten~itve mcmjtOIBDf of fendenccs lIl
particularly vulnerable areas, have provided no
evidence of widespread aquifer contamanation
'This absence of connmunation in the soil and
groundwater � particularly the absence of 8
coli � would seem to refute the hypothesis that
septic efouent from Beverly Shores repre.ants a
major source of the outbreaks of E. coll that
have occurred along the local shorehne of Lake
56chigan.Although there is no evidence of
widespv&d aquifer cotmutunation, there is some
evidence of local groundvefer degnadation m
the form of elevated levels of chloride and
nitrate+nieite. At one of our intensive
monitoring sites  Jensen Site!, c]~ chloride
conditions occur m the immediate vicinity
of the drpvell. The chloride coaceatration is
great's in thc unsaturated sand below the



Figttre 13. Respsttses of water-~eve   ttpper curves!
end retd chetnntry  lower cttrves! to ut!ection « ~
TDS water {15-rtiratte data!, and to subsequent
raintall  bourly data!, at the Jensen Site.

mg/L!, but it decreases to less than 20 ~ on
the edge of the Great Marsh which is only 20
mlars north of the drywelL The hydraulic
gradient between the drywell snd the domestic
waH is greater than the gradient boom the
dry~ and the ~ and this tnay explain the
consistently high values of chloride  > 250
tug'! observrd in the domestic weiL The high
concentrations of chloride in the domestic weU
sre probably due to recycling of domestic
ups&.ater and should serve as a centi' against
the widesprettd use of dryweils in such bhighly
conductive soils. Long term use of dvpvtlIs in
these permeable dune sands, especially in low-
lying areas where the water table is very near
the ground surface, may indeed lead
wtdespread conttanunanon of the water table
aquifer of the arear'
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Results of First and Second Reconnaissance Investgatxoas
 See Fig. 2B for locations of sites!

Abbreviations:
Sact.: total bacteria
FC: fecal coliform
G.W. Temp.: ground~ter temperature
NH31N: ammonia, as nitrogen
NOsNO3N: nitritc plus nitrate, as nitrogen  referred to
as eitrefe+mdHte in the tert!
Surf.: total surfactants
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Results of Quarterly Sampling
 See Fig. 28 for locations and Table 1 for description of installations:
Sites beginning with the letter "J": Jensen Site  Site 23!
Sites beginning with the letter "F": Fulghum Site  Site 34!
Sites beginning with the letter "M": MiHer Site  Site 4!
Sites beginning with the letter "C": Carstedt Site  Site 28!!

Abbreviations:

Alk: aHtalinity, reported as calciumwarbonate  CaCO3!
equivalent Bact.: total bacteria
FC: fecal coliform
NH3/Ni ammonia, as nitrogen
NOs/Ni nitrate, as nitrogen
M4NON: nitrite plus nitrate, as nitrogen  referred to
as aitrafe+ndrite in the tezt!
Tot. P.: total phosphorous

Explanation: Silica reported as mg/L is dissolved reactive silica. Silica reported as
pg/L is siTica.



APPENDIX 3A

Daily Measurements at Jensen Site  Site 23!
Jeae 27, 1993, to May 2, 1994

Abbreviations:
D.T.W.: depth to water
G.W. Temp.: groundwater telnperatnre
In51 JKvap.: net in5ltration  if positive! and net
evaporation  if negative!
W.T. Elev.: water-table elevation
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~pK~IX 3C

Daily Measurements at Felghum Site  Site 34!
Abbreviations:

D.T.W.: depth to water
G.W. Temp.: groundwater temperature
W.T. Kiev.; water-table elevation
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APPEM!IX 3B

Daily Measurements at Jensen Site  Site 23!
May 5, 1994, to September 5, 1995

Abbreviations:

D.T.W.: depth to water
G.W. Temp.: groundwater temperature
la5IJKvap.: net inStration  if positive! and net
evaporation  if negative!
W.T. Kiev.: water-tabie elevation
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Neutron Counts
Jensen and Fulghum Sites

Abbreviations:
Std. Count: neutron-probe standard count

Krplanation: Volumetric soil-moisture conten   .,P,nt  S.,Q is calculated as a function of
CR! which is determined by dividing neutron counts by thethe count ratio   !,

stan a coun
d rd t. The factory calibration function that was used is = . x

ere made at de th intervals of- 8.028!. On each measurement day, neutron counts were made a ep
30 cm � foot! throughout the unsaturated zone.



MAUIHEE BAY BACTERIA TASK FORCE

Chris Cutler
Division of Environmental Services

Toledo, OH

The crown jewel in Ohio's State Park system is Maumee State Park, lt is located in l.ucas
County. just outside the Toledo metropolitan area. Maumee Bay State Park opened in 1991, and
is the newest state park in Ohio, In the short time that the park has been open, it brought to the
area more tourist dollars which have enhanced the economics of the region,

Therefore when we started to have beach postr'ngs in 1994 well it became a hot political issue.
Just to clarify, Ohio does not oNcially dose a beach, instead, the beach is posted, Posted means
that a sign is placed on the beach warning swimmers that the water may be harmful to their health
and that they swim at their own risk. This is done when geometric means averages of either fecal
coliforms exceed 200 colonies/100 mL or g. Coli. exceeds 126 colonies /100 mL.
The beaches at Maumee State Park were posted for over half the swimming season in 1994. In
1995, when the ~coli counts began to rise again, it was decided that some form of action neededto be taken, Based on the assumption that the ~coll counts might rise for the 1995 swimmingseason, preliminary ground work was started in the winter of 1994 and 1995, I met with my
supervisors. the manager of the State Park and the director of the sampling program for Lucas
County in order to develop a strategy. In this case, Lucas County runs the sampling program andthe state of Ohio's Department of Health pays for the analyses.

Therefore, the first meeting consisted of the Lucas County Health Department, Division of
Environmental Services and the State Park officials. Environmental Services became involved
because we had the expertise in tracking down spills and sources, By involving Environmental
Services, it was hoped that we would be able to identdy the culprit causing the contamination.
The groundwork was laid for future meetings.

The original organization grew to include other agencies. As I mentioned at the beginning of my
presentation, this is a political issue, so the following individual agencies became involved: State
Environmental Protection Agency; the Department of Health; Department of Natural Resources;
and personnel from the state beach. hlembersttip also included county agencies such as the
Lucas County Commissioners, the Lucas County Health Department and the Ottawa County
Health Department The Otfmm County Health Department became involved because the county
is adjacent to the state park. Also included in the membership are the local agencies. Maurnee
Bay State Park is actually just outside the city limits of Oregon, Ohio so this city has a very strong
interest in the Task Force and its results. Also, several different divisions of the city government
from the City of Toledo are involved.

From the initial meeting, it was decided that a few initial tasks definitely needed to be
accomplished. The first task was to convince the State Department of Health for Ohio to change
the standard monitoring protocol from fecal coliform to E, coli. Both standards were on the books,
but no lab was capable at the time of analyzing consistently for E.cCEti. The City of Toledo
purchased new instrumentatlon which finally provided consistent E coli analyzes. This was
important because the City of Toledo was the contract lab for the analysis of the swimming beach
samples.

In order to get the state to change the standards, a lot of steps needed to be taken to have the
change take place. There was representation on the Task Force from the state health
department. Hcevever, the representative was not upper level management but mid level



make a recommendation to his supervisors concerning the change
Ecol a o oo Iy

We sbll needed outside polNcal assistance. The fon Health Department and the City o o.
of th E P acti CTask Force were further expressed at a meeting e e

i fied two separate problems. We have the beach alongAt the meeting, the Task Force also identNed two separabeach a short distance away. In case,Lake Erie and then an inland lake
waters had been contaminated.. The water inflow to the inlan e

' fI of wate to the 'niand lake system

was rainwater. The natural conclusion was that the rainwa er ru
some form of contaminants from wildlife in the area.

me of bird control. In order
of th be'ng harassment, Loud noises were uion it was decided that we needed to do so e type

bl Iati pa nto top peopiefroeral methods, the first of these being a
get rid of the birds. The next was ng pu ifeeding the birds. In fact if people were caught feeding the bi en

citation.
testin on some of the septic systems. LucasAnother thing that the Task Force did was dye g ' . s

County hired another person who waa responsible forwere identifie in western Lucas Coun . Of the 150 septic systems te, o
Ity o 5 a 'coin nciusive results. The incon usive

happening at the time of the testing, it rnus poseptic systems in western Lucas County are faulty. The ~gems
suspected of being faulty.

rce are the sup~ and funding of projects through OhioOther accornpiishments of the Task Force are e sup~ ' ioe �E�e on Fund, The Task Force approa
ed al'I ount of fundi fro thrtaini to the contamina 'on pro

Park. The researchers from the Unive ity oke Ene Protection Fund, The I uca s County Commissioners and in in se
of Toledo The money was used to sample ysm le five days aweek a e f 1996, The sampling protocoln the beaches in the summer o

ext ded fo two o fro the Lakf Health's sampling time me
during the summer season. The funding has been exten orErie Protection Fund to the University of Toledo Research Foundation.

is anal ng the data collected from the intensive samplingore, currently the Task Force is ana yang e m Iinin the summer of 19 . The researchers samp approxi
five lo eight locations in the area. Sa pl fro em es were collected from e

edwere bothbird droppings an s imedth rdd d ed
and ditch samples were identifie as hypo poh thetical positive an e

s FLP of plasrnid samples. The researchers have foundh theticail identified as sources. Analysis meth s in u e
specificity with MIDI/FAME system and RFLP of plasrni samp es.
that the two techniques complement each other,

h no sin le source for the pollution to the State ParkThe current analyses indicate that we ave no si gWe do have a lot of weather related i pact. We have been able to rmine
winds or strong rains will force the ditch water up against the La

swi g

summer. The E.coli counts averaged 2 coloniesl100 mL at e i nce velside of th contamination as being a near shore effecL Leprovides further support to the a e
near the shore were averaging 100 coloniesI100 mL



Future plans for the Task Force include the publications coming from the University of Toledo's
research efforts in this area. The Task Force has also asked the researchers to extend their
sampling efforts to local drainage ditches to further determine sources. The researchers are atsobuilding a database which includes the identNcation of the bacteria as well as it's potential source
Finally, in the summer of 1996, we did sampling for both fecal cotrform and ~Eli and found noconsistent relationship, We had 11 single sampling days that would have been posted based onfeCal and Six dayS that would have been pOSted baaed On E.cCEfi. None of the days far eitherstandard caused the geometric mean average to exceed Ohio Health Department standards.
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The Healthy Beaches Initiative in Indiana
Dawn Deady

Coastal Coordination program
Indiana Department of Natural Resources

The Healthy Beaches Initiative involves a collaborative effort among 17 agencies and various
organizations intereste in pro nd tecting public health, the health of the Lake Michigan shoreline, and
the qualityof I e innoif i northwest Indiana. In this eifort, experts from various fields have joi
togou e'er resotogou r to resolve an issue of the Indiana shoreline that is also occurringrrin nationwide in other

coastal states. It is not frequent or iong lasting, but one that periodica ly ha parsI m the full

enjoyment of one of the most sought after resources in the nation, and the State of indiana. Theissue is sporadic, unpredictable high levels of bacteria in the swimming water of our beaches.
The process and products resulting from this collaborative effort, the interagency Task Force on
E. coli, will be outlined as weil as the Task Force's future direction. Before explaining how the
Task Force is working, it is important to explain why the Task Force is working.

Recreation

The southern Lake Michigan shoreline is a source of pride for indiana. Since the turn of thecentury, when northwest Indiana entered the industrial revolution, the dunes have been a place to
relax and enjoy. The south shore railroad allowed millions of people from Chicago to enjoy this
indiana treasure as well.

The Indiana Dunes State Park has enchanted visitors since 1925 and receives about 900,000
visitors annually. The Indiana Dunes National Lake Shore was established by Congress in 1966to portion of the natural landscape for educational, inspirational, and recreational use.
The National Lakeshore receives approximately 1.6 million visitors annus yII

ln addition to the state and federal park, several murricipai parks such as Marquette Park in Gary,
and Washington Park in Michigan City, and county parks such as Whihala Beach in Whitingprovide access to the spectacular beaches along Lake Michigan. Beaches in Beverly Shores,
Long Beach, and Dune Acres are popular with community residents. Over 20 beaches along
indiana's coast are used for swimming and other recreational activities,
Southern Lake Michigan is the warmest and sandiest portion of the lake, naturally providing wide
beaches which offer tremendous opportunities for recreational and leisure acbviUes. Both indiana
residents and visitors deserve beaches which can be enjoyed, safely, and without risk at all times,

Economy

A h Ith coast is important to the regional and state economy. In 1996, visitors to Indiana
coastal counties spent over $500 miiiion. Lake County. the western most county on indianee Iana's

coast, ranked third in tourism dollars received among the 92 counties in the state. Statistics show
that the indiana Dunes National Lakeshore generates approximately $26 million for the regional
economy. The Dunes State Park collected $259,000 in admissions last year,
ln addition to tourism, industries such as commercial fishing and sport fishing are dependent on a
healthy lake. Trout and salmon fishing alone had an anrtual economic impact of $2 8 million.
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conducted of the regional economic loss es due to beaches being
whod wh id d

ld be h rd th h Ithpact to joy y tth be ch are warned swimming here cou
Bis io I

len
ncurring a negative image of their beaches The

tentiall thre t th hi h tnegative image o peri icf odic beach closures in northwest Indiana po e a y
success of these and future industries.

Current INonitorirtg Efforte

of the extensive use of the indiana shoreline, great effort is made to ensure the water is
a . Th I d' Dunes National Lakeshore and several other county

rtrnisnts routinely monitor many of Indiana's Lake Michigan beachesand municipal health departrnisn ro

ow that E. coli counts are tooroughly between Memorial Oay and Labor Oay. When samples show a . co i
high, beaches are dosed to swimming.

india recognised in a report released this summer by the Natural Resources Defense
Coundl as one of only six states out of the 35 coastal states in the nation that co s
indiana was recog '

EPA recommended standard or something stricter to monitor beaches, and dose beaches when
standards afe violated,

Although much research has been conducted by different agencies and great efforts have been
made toward determining a cause and solution to this concern, the reality is the nature of theproblem is difficult to understand, much less develop effective solutions, in a piece meat fashion. Ithas become obvious no single agency currently has the resources to address this concern.However, if several agencies were to pool their resources, a more comprehensive approach cou Idbe taken to resolve the issue.

What has become apparent is that an Integrated scientific investigation of southern Lake Michiganwouki be more likely to produce information toward solving the E. cali induced beach closureproblem, Public work groups conducted in 1995, as well as individuals, have echoed theperspective beach cloaings should be eliminated. Researchers familiar with the issue reiteratedthat this goal would require several agencies to cooperate on a common strategy,
Interagency Task Farce On E. coii

A Itttfe over a year and a half ago, the Lake Michigan Coastal Coordination Program contactedseveral agencies, upon receipt of a federal grant solicitation notice, to leam if there was interestamong the technical experts to conduct a joint study of the issue. The group that met to consrdera joint study decided a productive effort would need to include a broader range of local, state andfederal agencies. They also decided the amount of the grant was insufficient to conduct thestudy needed. The decision was made to develop a comprehensive strategy to help unify theefforts of the agencies.

The formation of the Interagency Task Force on E. coli has been, and continues to be,an evolutionary process. The task force is a group of technical experts joined by the commongoal of seeking the causes and solutions to the penodic high levels of bacteria along Indiana'scoast. The task force is not funded or given any special authority. Participation of agencies hasbeen sanctioned through vviitten endorsement by the participating agencies, Participation isdiverse, including a wide range of experts on various issues. Functions of the group are carriedout on a voluntary basis by the participants.



We task force has identNed a common vision to direct their efforts. The vision emphasizes the
task force s consensus to deveiop a comprehensive approach that is consistent in method
includes a system which provides data as current as possible, identifies the sources and fate af
bacteria, and suggests actions for remediation.

The Inter-AgenCy TeChniCal Task ForCe On E. COli cOnsiSIS of teChniCal expelta frOrn IOCai, State,
and federai agencies who have banded together in an effort to solve northwest Indiana s bactena
induced beach closure problem. A comprehensive approach to the problem wig indude
consistent methods of data collection for the development of a reaMme forecasting system,
identlcation of the sources and fate of the bacteria, and a systematic pmgram of remediation.
Wese measures are necessary to ensure for the State of indiana the safety of public health and
the economic vitality of the recreational use of the Lake Michigan shoreline,

Task Force Initiatives

The task force has met roughly 14 times since f ebruary 1996, Generally the task force has
provided the opportunity for researchers to communicate. The task force has even brought
together researchers from dilferent agencies, who have worked on similar projects, but never
previously met.

The task force meetings are a forum for new research proposals. presentations have been made
by Several reaealCherS Currently conduCting Studiee aSSCCiated With baCteria and the indiana
coastline.

Several specNc activities have been undertaken by the task force since its inception.
�! The task force has agreed that it wi8 by letter, informally endorse a research proposal when
the proposal is presented to the task force and is consistent with the goals and objectives of the

�! The group as
h deveioped a Scoping Document which outlines the issue of bacteria beach

chainlgs for Indiana on Lake Michigan and establishes general parameters and standards rfor

planning and research that the task force addresses.

�! A committee has prepa n ared Standard Operating Procedures for Recreational Water Collection
uct monitori

and Analysis throug a' th h committee which includes agency representatives who cond ng
sed level ofin the Indiana Lake Michigan coastai area. The procedures wiii provide an increas

sampling and analysis across multipie agencies.

�! The task force has pos a we sted web site including general information about the task force and
its meetings, as well as sampling data for some of the beaches.

a list of potentiai sources of bacterial contamination andThis past winter, the task force developed a is urces. Recently, the task forceble actions to further define or otherwise address these sources., e s

interagency Task Force on E. coli Committees
Point Sources, Sewerage Overfiows and By-passes
Nonpoint Sources and Septic Systems
Marine and Other Sources
Monitoring Metho s,d, Data Accluis Ion, and information Dissemination

Future Directions
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Future efforts that are envisioned by the task force include pursuing the development of an
impf4mentatlon strategy with interested citizens, organizations, and local officials to eliminate
bacterial contamination of swimming waters. A priorities of the strategy is the development of a

phic information system to help target source areas potentially contributing to the
contaminaaon, A second priority is the establishment of a monitoring network io define the
contribution of bacteria from possible sources.

AddNonal efforts will include;

Centralizing existing data and future data collected, ultimately to be accessible on the
Internet

Continuing to integrate agency efforts and reduce duplication of efforts to support cost
effIGNlncy.

increasing the efiieclvenesa and efficacy of the present monitoring programs.

Forming partnerships to medmize funding opportunities.

Conclusion

The problem of bacterial induced beach closures is infrequent, yet it has plagued the indiana
shoreline for 30 years. The Task Force has accomplished much in a short time through improved
communications and cooperation and has provided much needed direction for a coordinated
solubon to maintain the health of Indiana's spectacular beaches,



A. Santa Monica Bay

Semi-enclosed bay, 266 sq rni, 50 rni of coastline.
Home to vast array of marine life.
Vital to many commercial and recreational uses.
Bordered by rural and urban watersheds.

1.
2.
3.
4.

B. Safe swimming problem

1. Frequent beach closures, warnings,2. Human enteric virus found in storm drain discharges,
3. Anecdotal Information on illnesses among swimmersrs and surfers.

C. Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project

Formed in 1988 � National Estuary Program.
State and Federal  EPA! funded. listing 73 action items to1994 � Adopted its comprehensive Bay Restoration Plan listing a
inana e and im ve the Bay's resources and beneficial uses.p ~.acti the public froin potential health risks dueNine actions directly deal with p ~. 'ng e
to swimming and surfing.

1.
2.
3.

Epidemiologicai Study
C t effort to examine whether there are adverse heahealth effects

coper a lveassociated with swimming in marine waters containinated by u rban iuiioff.Study conducted during suinmer 1995 where 15,492 swimmers participated.Increased risk of the following illnesses when swimming in runoff contaminatedwater. fever, nausea, and gastroenteritis, cold and fiudike symptoms such as
nasal congestion, sore throat, fever and/or cough.
Ratio of tote o eca

I t f I coliforms informative � ratios of <8 significantly carrelat
5000 cfu/100 ml.with increased risk of iilness when total coliforms exceeded 5000

2.
3.

Shorefine monitoring program

1. Needed to coordinate various beach inonitoring efforts for greater efficiency.� cooperabve sainpling on daily or weekly basis among threeagencies  City of Los Angeles. Los Angeles County Sanitation, l os Angeles
County Department of Health Services!3, Sixty shoreline and 17 inshore stations along 50 rni of coastlinepl s tested for concentrations of Total and Fecal Coliforms,
Enteroaxxus using membrane filtration  City and ountyCou Sanitation! or

Multiple Tube Fermentation  County Health!.
5. All results electronically sent to County Health.

Data use

1, County Health personneIIh nnel assess all data according to their Ocean Water
Regulatory lI Monitoring Protocol �997!:
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~ Guidelines in protocols based on water quality objectives from the
California Ocean Plan, bay epidemiological study  ratios of Total:
Fecal coliforms!.

~ Beaches dosed if sewage or chemical spill evident.
Warnings posted next to flowing storm drains, or if bacterial levels

exceeded guidelines in protocol.
County lifeguards dose beaches or post warning signs.

2. Beach Report Cards distributed by the local environmental group, Heal the
Bay;

~ Grades based on levels of bacteria, ratios of Total Fecal coliforms.
Distributed monthly to dive, surf shops.

~ Annual summary report distributed to wider audience, media.
Reducing risk

1. Focusing on storm water, urban runoff discharges.

2. Public education increasing;

~ School outreach programs.
Catch basin stenciling.

~ General public outreach  stormwater pollution prevention!

Diversion projects in progress to connect low flow drains to sanitary sewer
system,
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Sewer OverAows  CSO!: A Discussion of! DENI's CSO
Pragram

Reginald Baker'and Leslie E, Darworth'

History
rudiments drains, grandiose palaces andp echo i e ruins of ru i ry, nd

r erne of empires long und n vast aqueducts and lesser wats sysl pgo, about 1700 8C, the Minoan Palace of Knossos on the isle onage systems that emptied into the great sewers constru o one.
man Em 'ie that the Western world owes itsp g gi o oI oman mpiglory o the Roman Iegi not on in the roads they i an

but also in their engineering gen u .ni s. The sk8i of their
aths and recreation centers, the water suppiisd by aqued

or sanitary engineering as it was called beforevlfon nta englflee g, o sa Q 9es in the 1830's with the design of water supp"y s en created life threatening water and air quality
s I on and urbsevz tbo

old and commercial plumbing was tied directly into e s o
rectly to the receiving surface waters.

s e cted throughout the United States. Syof World War II, safe drinking water was expected ug
Act was pass in

ed in 1972, federai construction grants for new cons
ssed.of Publidy Owned Treatment Works  POTW! was passe .

ftd: CSQ ctural devices on combined sewer systems that divert
I wastewater! mued vsth

from rainfall snd snowmelt! in a single pipe to a treatment faciiity. surface drainage from rainfall d
il people. Most of the CSOs in the country are1 1,100 municipalities in the n' es

sents a oximately 43 mi ionrest Lakes. ln Indiana, there are 114 CSO munidpailties0% of the nation' total CSO d f this!. Indiana alone represents approximately 1 o na 'sof the municipalities have a population less than 10,000,
at combined sewer overflows  CSOs! annually discharge 1.2 trillion gallons of

i n sewer systems which collect both rainwater, ..... ter directly into s ams.
rm eve

events. CSOs occur when older esign~, are flooded during some storm events, ln these
wastewater in the same ~, are

Office of Water Management
diana Sea Grant College Program



situations, the combined wastewater overflows untreated into the nearest body of water. Beach
and shellfis bed ciosures, human health problems, fish kills, and high drinking water treatment
costs have been linked to CSOs,

History of Natlortal CSo Policy

CSOs are a major problem throughout the country and especially a concern during heavy rain
events when the discharges could affect human health. The impacts, usually adverse, are difficult
to quantify due to site specific variability in volume being cerned, the frequency of events and
general characteristics of the CSO. Nationally, it was estimated that it would take $41.2 billion to
correct the problems.

In 1989, the EPA carne up with a National CSO Strategy. They reaffirmed that CSQs were point
source dischargers and that the CSOs were subject to the requirements of both the National
Poliufion Discharge Efirnination System  NPDES! Program and the Clean Water Act  CWA!. The
Clean Water Act requires that all discharges from any point source into the waters of the United
Rates must obtain a NPDES permit,

The National CSO Strategy obj~ are three: � ! to ensure that CSOs only result during wet
weather, �! bring all wet weather CSO discharges into compliance with the technology-based and
water quality based requirements of the CWA�and �! minimize the impacts that CSOs have on
water quality, aquatic biota and human heaith. To accomplish the three objectives nationally, the
states are charged with developing stat~vide permitting strategies which are designed to reduce,
eliminate or control CSOs.

1994 EPA National CSO Policy

By 1991, the EPA had concluded that their 1989 state implementation strategy was not
This occunad in January 1993. The Final CSO Control Policy was published April 19, 1994 in the
WIDLSSII.' '
implement: �! the need for 3 additional minimum technology based controls and �! the
development of a Long Term Control Plan.

How lndiaria's CSO Strategy Evolved

This will be a step-by-step compilation of how the new policy was implemented in Indiana
presented in bullet statements.

September 1994, the CSO staff from indiana Department of Environmental Management IDEM! attended a CSO forum in Chicago.
October 1994, The National Policy and existing CSO Strategy were reviewed internally at

~ January 1995, the CSO Municipal Workgroup was selected
~ February 1995, the first meeting of the Workgroup

W
Public comment
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indiana's CSO Strategy dearly outlines four specific objectives. The first objective states thatthere should be dear levels of control that are presumed to meet appropriate health andenvironmental objectives, The second objecbve of the strategy requires that there be sufficientflexibility provided to municipalities, particularly those communities that are financiallydisadvantaged. Also, consideration must be given to site-specific nature of CSOs and determinethe most cost effective means for reducing pollutants as well as meeting CWA objectives andrequirements. The third objective states that there should be a phased approach to theimplementation of CSO controls. This is based primanly on the community's financial capability.Finally, the fourth objective is to review and revise, when appropriate, the water quality standard WQS! and implementation procedures when developing control plans to reflect the site specific
nature of wet weather impacts of CSOs,
ln order to accomplish the objectives, a CSO strategy was needed. Phase I of the strategy firstdeals with the Combined Sewer Operational Plan  CSOP! which is typically submitted by themunicipality 12 months after effective new, renewed or modled permit was in place, The nextstage of the implementation plan requires that there be either a review or revisions made to theSewer Use Ordinance prior to implementation. Under the Sewer Use Ordinance, the followingmust be induded: �! prohibit the introduction af initow sources to any sanitary sewer; �! prohibitthe construction of any new combined sewers; and �! require any new construction tributary to bedesigned so as to either minimize or delay the inlaw contribution to the existing sewers. Also, anynew construction is required to have the infiowldear water connection be separate from any
sanitary connecbon.Next, the municipality must submit a Stream Reach Characterization and Evaluation  SRCER!protocol to IDEM. This is normally done 6 months after the effective date of the permit. Thepermittee must address the methods being used for characterizing instream impacts as well asthe collection system characterization, precipitation dose and reponse relationship.
Approximately 18 months after the approval of the CSOP, the SRCER report is submitted, In thisreport, the instream impacts are summarized. Also discussed in the report is the effecbvisness ofthe nine minimum controls. The report also provides a baseline for conditions necessary for the
determination of long term controls required to attain WQS.
AS indiCated in the 1994 POlicy, teChnOIOgy baaed ContrOIS need to be addreSSed by the stateS.The following is a list of minimum technology based controls required in the 1989 National CSOPolicy. The controls are as follows: proper operation and regular maintenance of the CSO; themaximum use of the collection system for storage; review the pretreatment programs and do anynecessary modifications; maximize the flow to the POTW for treatment; prohibit CSO dischargesduring dry weather; control solid and floatable materials in CSO discharges  not a requirement inthe 1991 indiana CSO Strategy!. Three additional technology based controls were added to meetthe qualifications of the 1994 Policy, in Indiana. 'The additional three indude pollution preventionprograms based on the federal definition, the need for public notificatio to ensure that the publicreceives adequate notification of CSO occurrences as well as CSO impacts, and a monitoringpnotocol that effectively characterizes the CSO impacts and the efficacy of CSO controls. Indianais also required to create a plan that documents the irnplernentation of the nine minimum controls.The 1994 Federal Policy aiso requires that the states implement a Long Term Control Plan to dealwith CSOs. Indiana has addressed this in a plan for water quality based CSO controls.
Phase ll is a finalization and impiementation of the Long Tenn Control Plan  LTCP!. The plan isto be submitted 12 months after the SRCER. The municipality must address in the plan thedevelopment of water quaNy based CSO control measures: sewer separation; deep tunnelstorage; retention basins; end~f-pipe controls  primary treatment!; public parbcipation; andfinancial capability analysis. Instituted in the LTCP are the nine elements of the plan, The nineeleinents are as follows: �! characterization, monitoring, and modeling activifies as the basis forthe selection and design of effective CSO controls; �! a pubiic participation process that activeiyinvolves the affected public in the decision-making to select long term CSO controls; �!
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consideration of sensitive areas as the highest priority for controlling ovarfiows; �! evaluation of
alternatives that veil enable the permittee, in consultation with the NPDES authority, and the
public, to select CSO controls that will meet CWA requirements; �! cost/performance
conaderations to demonstrate the relationships among a comprehensive set of reasonable
control alternatives; �! operational plan revisions to indude agreed upon long term CSO controls;
�! maximization of treatment at the existing POTW for wet weather flows;  8! an implementation
schedule for CSO controls; and  9! a post~nstruction compliance monitoring program adequate
to verify compliance with water quar ty based requirements and ascertain the effectiveness of
CSO controls,

The long term control approach towards attainment of WQS in Indiana may take two directions.
The finst ia a demonstration approach. In this case the planned control program is adequate to
meet WQS as wN as protect the designated uses i,e, fishing and swimming. There are times
when WQS cannot be met because of the natural conditions or pollution sources other than the
CSOa, When this occurs, total maximum daily loads  TMDL!, Including a waste load allocation,
should be used to apportion the pollutant loads. The planned control program will provide the
maximum potlufion reduction benefits that are reasonably attainable as well as allowing for a cost
effective expansion or retrofitbng if addNonai controls are subsequently determined to be
necessary to meet WQS or the designated uses.

The second approach is the presumption approach. Under the presumption approach, controls
adopted in the I.TCP should be required to meet one of the following:

No more than an average of four �! system-vide overflow events per year, with a possible
exemption by the NPDES authority of two �! additional overflows, An overfiow event is one
of more overfiows resulting from a precipitation event, that does not receive minimum
freatment Minimum treatment refers to primary clarificatio, solids and floatabies disposal,
and disinfection of effluent to meet WQS.

The elimination or the capture for treatment of no less than 85'Yo by volume of the combined
sewage collected in the combined sewer system during precipitation events on a system wide
annual average basis.

The elimination or removal of no less than the mass of pollubtnts identified aa causing waterquality impairment through the system characterization, monitoring, and modeling effort forthe volumes that would be eliminated or captured fro treatment under the first paragraph.

What IhOLIid a munieipailty do When applying for a GSO permit?
There are four common sense points that should be used to obtain the permit from IDE'M, First,communicate openly and often with the permitting authority. The CSO Strategy is actually adynamic and flexible documenl that recognizes that there is no single solution equally applicableto all 114 CSO municipalities. The staff at IDEM will work closely with the perrnittees in order toincrease rate of the permitting process. Second, coordinate across the municipal departments.What this means is that a commitment must be obtained from the highest elected officia down,Most NPDES permits are issued to a municipality. The mayor has the authority to make CSOOpenstional Plans work. Third, get the public involved  rate payers! now. Make sure you informthem of what it means to be served by a combined sewer system. In this case An ounce of pubfic education! prevention, will yield a pound of  rate increase! cure. Fourth, concentrate onkeeping the problems out of the collection system. Community based programs such as anNitterpickup, recycled motor oil/antifreeze center identification and 'toxaway' household hazardouswaste collection days will keep contaminants out of the sewer,
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A National Healthy Beaches Symposium
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